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Sidney council Monday night 
gave first readings to a bylaw that 
will permit a $1.5 million expansion 
of Van Isle Marina.
The bylaw rezones for marina 
development 6.8 acres of Tsehum 
Harbour extending 173 metres (567 
feet) out from the present marina 
boundaries. With a re-arrangement 
of existing floats this will provide 
for 325 new berths. There are 400 at 
present, covering 12.5 acres. ^
The expansion does not involve 
any dredging, but the company will 




Last spring a. decision on 
whether Dynatek Electronics 
will go. into production was 
expected by the end of August. 
Today the decision is still weeks ^ 
or months away, but if it is
be made up.
Gerry Chaney; who now 
holds the office of president of 
the company, a promotion from 
executive vice-president; says a 
system has been worked out for 
phasing in production without 
waiting for alterations to the 
Trident hangar to be completed.
First phase would use only, 
the one-storey, 11,000 square 
foot administration area on th 
south side of the building, with 
more than half of it housing 
production equipment. This I 
would be sufficient- for a 
training line and a line to 
produce “qualification lots’’ 
for potential customers.
When one third of the space 
in the 69,000 square foot hangar 
is readied for use the production 
machinery vyili be moved there,
; pirst, hovveve^^^^^^ 
raise several inillions by selling 
shares. The summer has been 
taken up in assembling in- 
forniation, Inchiis thick, Ibr ain 
’■offering mcniprandumVv^
which must have Ontario 
-Securities commission adpreW 
' before the shares can be lisi^^ 
on the Torqnid'stoik'cxchangc .ri 
~<'This::'wdrk^'1s?now:Vvirtltnlly''- 
completed. but it is not khqwn j 
how long approval will tnkc, 
■:;',Xu8Usto’\'Syjucp''''"oT'i';Ynri- 
couver. ccimpanf chairman; is i 
handling financial matters. He 
is to address the Victoria 
chamber of commerce today.
Chancy says he Iras not been 
contacting potential customers 
while the project is up in the air; 
but a number of them have been 
contacting him.
Assembly capacity in the 
elcctrcihics industry at present is 
not sufficient to;keep.up with 
the work available. 
';!;:XhaneYdocsmoi;kiiowofany.,'
■'addHipnal';;;;cont ract;; rtssembly"
plants in the planhlng stages; 
and if they were they wottld face ■ 
delays of jo td 30 weeks in 
gytt(ng eqtiihmqnt, whereas 
bynatek already has eqviipmcni 
lined up arid can get dcjiycry in'
■;imjf3hat3ithcrYdV:"':^d;,:':/’d/^
by 190 metres. Rock will be brought 
in by barge. The existing breakwater 
was built by the federal government 
in the lateT950s. Depth of water at 
the end of it is 17 feet.
Council approval represents the 
final step in a process that started in 
January, 1977. Approval of the 
Sidney advisory planning com­
mission was granted more than a 
year ago, but the last of the 
necessary provincial and federal 
approvals, from the provincial lands 
branch, did nottcome through until 
■ last week'.':;-.
Only remaining hurdles are a > 
public hearing arid two more votes 
in council. The vote on Monday was 
unanimous, with Aid. John Calder 
commenting that he was satisfied 
this: particular expansion would not 
^affect the birds usirig the Tsehurn 
Harbour sanctuary. He said that he 
lUight well oppose anyy other' ap- 
; plication in the sanctuary area.
Mark Dickinson said after the 
meeting that construction will start 
immediately approval is received, 
but the total project will be phased.' 
over three years.
It involves redoing the parking 
lot, constructing ■ a new ad­
ministration building, and im­
proving existing facilities. There will 
be electricity, telephone, water, and 
a cablevision hookup for every 
berth.
«1N other news, council gave the 
final go-ahead to another major 
project, Mike Kipot’s shopping 
centre at Seventh and Beacon, with 
approval of a zoning amendment 
that will permit him to build a “gas 
bar’’ at the corner of Seventh and 
James White Boulevard.
switch. Council had on the agenda a 
bylaw amendment to put the gas bar 
area under a development permit, 
which could have specified that 
there was to be only one access from 
it onto James White. This would 
have involved abandoning or 
defeating the original amendment .
Kipot agreed to build only one 
access after this point was made a 
major issue at a public hearing, but 
Continued on Page A3
Landing barge was full of nostalgic memories as it took people 
celebrating James Island reunion back put to island f rom Sidney
«oon croH’f/ nfre/irfer/ reMw/o/r-Sa/wrt/#
at Sanscha which included buffet supper, dance, pancake 
breakfast, trip and wind-up get together Sunday afterrippn. See 
next week's Review for story on James Island by Nan Devlin.
Murray SliarraltPholq;,,;::';
fociis
Sidney taxpayers have been 
paying some $46,000 a year more 
than necessary, to help North 
Saanich maintain it slow rate of 
taxation — and Mayor 
Norma Sealey has had enough.
Sealey was responding Monday tow
a recent suggestion;by Municipal; 
Affairs Minister Bill Ritchie who 
says tax dollars shouldn’t be used in 
a court battle between member 
municipalities. Ritchie is referring to 
court action initiated by thbCapital 
Regional District against North 
Saanich and Esquimau for non­
payment of federal grants in |ieu of 
taxes to the CRD.
Sealey says Sidney taxpayers have 
unknowingly carried a “very heavy 
financial burden’’ for a number of 
years — well over one mill extra this 
year, she adds — and she doesnY go 
for the minister’s suggestion that the 
money is only being transferred 
“from one pocket to the other and 
would not significtly improve the 
financial situation for anyone.
pocket is being picked and in this 
case it’s Sidney taxpayers who are 
paying the bill.
CRD treasurer W. Jordan ex­
plains the reason for CRD court 
actioh againsl Esquimalt and North 
Saanich is because; federal grants Jrf 
lieu vpaid to the CRD ensures that
for regional government services is 
proceeded with on an equitable basis 
for air seven member municipalities 
and seven electoral area. ;
The annual cost of CRD services 
is shared ; among member 
municipalities and electoral areas on 
the basis of taxable property; 
assessments. When the CRD 
receives the federal grants in lieu 
from municipalities and electoral 
areas the money goes into the CRD 
annual budget and the end result -- 
a reduction of tlic share of annual 
operating costs for other member 
municipalities and electoralareas.
Jordaiv says that when a
municipality doesn’t pay over the 
grants then other members must pay 
a disproportionate share of the 
annual operating costs for regional 
government services.
A municipality or electoral area 
with little in the way of federal 
propertieswithin its boundaries— 
such as Oak Bay, Central Saanich dr 
Sidney —- is then forced to subsidize 
; the municipality which has a large 
. amount ofi federal property and 
doesn’t pay over the federal grants 
in lieu received for regional district 
purposes
airport and other federal properties 
and in refusing to pay its sharc to 
CRD, increases Sidney’s taxes.
Sealey is baffled by Ritchie’s 
approach to the ; situation. The 
minister acknowledges that 
legislation requires the grants to be 
paid to the CRD yet he; suggests 
municipalities be permitted to 
continue the law by not paying.
■■ ■ ;;;Coniinued on;PaRC
Lieu 1,Gen. R;J; Lane 
speaks out on peace 
groups,(lisarmaiiient.;
® Hottest discoycry in 
ocean science, A3




SdnPirehched Ih^hhie 17, enjoyed most of beach to himetf Friday during low tide at Rat
■.'lilhf,' , Murray .SlmrriiM Flioiq
B.C. Ferries Corporation has 
signed an agrcqment^^^^^
Canada Ltd. and the Sidney-Oulf 
Islands hovercraft service gets 
underway Aug. 25 for a 3()*day trial 
period,
Originally ilio .service was set for a 
iwo-rnonth trial but Sea Speed 
spokesman Doug .lansen said » 
Monday the company and cor­
poration w'ill take another look at 
the project in 30 days and extend it 
if warranted.
■';;’'Farcs;,:.wcrc'; earlier ■■■'set:;'Tor;, Jj;'" 
between any point of origin and ; 
dcstinulion, but Jansen says that's 
ben changed to $.3, youngsters aged 
five; !■;■ years;travci;,^fo't';;Jl;.50,;;: 
under five-year-olds ride free. (Sec 
ferry schedule this issue)
.Iordan Roche, 31 , is one of four 
skippers whoAyili be qperati^^^ 
hovcrcraitv He has a 350-ton 
master’s ticket and was formerly a; 
tug boat skipper. Along with three 
other skippers he starting training, 
learning The Tapes andThow. |q'
John Timms who will be with the 
new operaiors for tlie first Two days
■■''■'‘;''-:Thcwcss^l;svill;ltaveTwoTkipjpc^ 
on board, working 12-hour days;' 
four dayYon, four off. The efew will 
;; be; based at‘Ganges.; Roche has;a 
home in Victoria but wants to move 
TO the Saanich lYminsula and he's 
; looking for; a house To 
y hcin doaswap, be says.
fcosting t lie pro Vi nc ia|. go verpme nt;; 
S4,{KX) a day plus board atid aO-
■.■■ycotnmpdal jqn ■,■■!■;;■ for^ftycrewT^Ky^The'^f''
hovercraft service could end up as a 
regular ;;,,scTvice;;:..;augmctUlng;;;Tlie';. 
’■'eorporation’sear'Tcrries,; .'■;;";■;■■ ■;■'’■■ ■■"";; ;-^
the 84.passcnger high speed surface ; 
effect hovercraft to comply;with : 
Transport Canada rcguhitions.
I tie: service wtU Tnclude calls atf^ 
;Gangcs,;Fo!'t;WasliinBton*';Sldpey;;: 
Lyall Harbor; Miner’s: Bay and 
Sturdier Bay. The hovercraft will 
■ dock,overnight,ai;'Gangcs. ' '
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Board
to discuss
By PAT MURPHY 
Education Minister Jack 
Heinrich may think — as he 
said in a letter to Saanich 
school board chairman 
John Betts — that “many 
of the individuals reporting 
to me from the district level 
indicate basic support for 
the system,” but trustee 
Gerry Kristianson and a few 
others don’t agree.
Heinrich wrote that one 
of the concerns brought to 
him a number of times was 
that “we will be controlling 
the budgets and ex­
penditures in all functions 
and programs.’’ Such was 
not his intent, the minister 
said. ■'
“What he’s saying,” said 
Kristianson, “is ‘Trust me. 
I’m a good guy;’ How can 
he say this when the im­
pending legislation says just 
the opposite. If what he 
says ’is true — why pass the 
law?”
At a special meeting on 
Aug 30 members of the 
school board will discuss 
the impending legislation 
and its ramifictions for 
local education.
It’s time the trustees got 
together and discussed the 
restraint measures and their 
■possible impact locally 
before it was too late, said 
trustee Lois Walsh. She 
agreed with Kristianson it 
would have to be done 
quickly as the restraint 
legislation which will 
drastically curtail the power 
of school board, was im­
pending.
In another letter to Betts, 
Heinrich said it was not his 
intent that critical 
educational decisions 
relating to specific school 
district matters be made by 
bureaucrats in the ministry 
of education. School board
IPs happy smiles all round as Sundown Raceway manager Jim 
McReavy (right) presents cheque for $906 to Melanie Kirk, 16, 
member of Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG) and co­
ordinator Ian Johnston. Sum represents gate money for one day
donated by Sundown owner Jim Keeling. Actual amount ST AG 
received was $1,136 as teenagers sold tickets prior to race 
meeting. It's the third year running Keeling has helped Sidney 
group; Peggie Rowand Photo
Disarmament meeting
Continued from Page A1
“I would prefer to believe the 
( minister of municipal affairs would 
not^^^^^^x counsel
municipalities in this fashion,” she 
says.
And since Sidney has been 
: carrying North Saanich’s financial 
burden for a number of years she- 
asks Ritchie to “please refrain from 
V asking us to ' Continue to be our 
brother’s keeper. ’ ’
The - mayor Says fshe - d
court“but the minister declined an 
earlier request to persuade the 
delinquent municipalities to meet
their obligation and suggested the 
alternative of dealing through the 
■courts.
And she says the situation begs 
the question as tO how the two 
municipalities North Saanich and 
Esquimalt — ideal with their 
delinquent taxpayers. Do they offer 
to write off tax debts as they are 
now asking us to do? she asks. i
North Saanich Mayor Jay Rangel 
declined to comment on the con­
troversy Monday because “it is 
before the courts/”; Rangel said,i 
however; - he; supports;VW 
position and added he has always 
been willing to sit down and discuss? 
solutions.
The Peninsula Disar­
mament Committee invites 
those concerned with the 
progress of international 
efforts to secure an end to 
th e ar m s race and 
movement towards nuclear 
disarmameht to attend a 
public meeting 7:30 Sept. 1 
at Sidney-North Saanich 
library;;'
Doran Doyle and Freda 
Knott, Victoria delegates to
the Prague World Assembly 
for Peace, attended by 
3,600 representatives from 
132 countries, will relate 
their impressions; of the 
historic conference and its 
implictions for the nuclear 
disarmament movement.
A brief slide presentation 
of the assembly, discussion 




would still determine 
■priorities and allocate funds 
according. to those 
priorities.
He was convinced, the 
minister added, that in-
. creasing the pupil-teacher 
ratio to a 1975-76 standard 
would not have a serious 
impact, on the learning of 
children in our schools. The 
size of classes debate; 
according to his research 
studies, the minister said, 
was one which was far from 
resolved.
The board has expressed 
concern about the 
ministry’s decision to 
remove school board 
members from regional 
college board, including 
i Camosun College. The
to the local ML A of the 
constituency Finance
replied that he “ noted the 












Two local youths are 
being questioned by Sidney 
RCMP in connection with 
an Aug. 20 break-in at a 
local restaurant.
Police said thieves broke 
into the building through a 
f ear ; window ? and - left? 
through the back door witli 
; some $500 worth of liquor. 
Cigarettes iahd a small 
? amount of money were also
stolen.
A Victoria resident left 
his boat trail or unattended 
at ^ Sidney? Anglers ? boat 
ramp and when he; returned 
it was gone: Police are 
looking for a i982 gray 
Road; Runner trailer va! ued 
at$4;500.
Police are also looki ng 
for a white 1968 Dpdge van 
with BiC. licence plates 38-
01 -KT; ? stoleh? frbrh Dixon 
Ave. Aug. 20, and a car 
engine valued at $20,000 
stolen Aug. 20 from the 
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"My thick is gelling 16,4% belter mileage with ypur
MkmU’kimwm^^
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By JOHN GREEN 
One of the hottest things 
in ocean science is the 
discovery of unique life 
forms around volcanic 
vents on the sea bottom — 
and the Institute of Ocean 
Sciences is suddenly right 
on top of it all.
The Pisces IV and its 
mother ship Pandora 
returned last Friday after 
discovering and exploring a 
vent located on a seamount 
500 kilmetres off the mouth 
of Juan de Fuca Straight.
The vent was surounded 
by large tube worms similar 
to those first discovered 2.5 
kilometres deep in the 
Pacific near the Galapagos 
islands in 1977 by U.S. 
geologists using the sub­
mersible vessel Alvin.
It was two years before 
biologists were able to 
return to the Galapagos rift 
to Study the worms and 
other life forms, because 
Alvin is based thousands of 
miles away on the U .S. east 
coast. Pisces is based only a 
couple of days away from 
the seamount vent which is 
at a depth just over 1.5 
kilornetres. ;
Dr. Verena Tunnicliffe, 
an ecologist from the lOS 
and the University of 
Victoria, headed a team of 
six scientists on the 
Canadian American 
Sea m o u n t^ E x p e d i t i o n 
which sailed from Patricia 
Bay: on Aug. 2. Bac- 
tenologist Dr, Kim Juniper 
from the lOS also took part
in the dives,, along with 
R.L. Chase from the 
University of B.C., S.D. 
Scott from the University of 
Toronto, J. Delaney from 
the University of 
Washington and J. Lupton 
from the University of 
California at Santa Bar­
bara.
Besides the tube worms, 
which are up to six feet in 
length, they collected three 
other types of worms, the 
smallest only a few cen­
timetres long, tiny snails 
measuring only a few 
millimetres, and strange 
animals living inside tiny 
cobalt-blue tubes which are 
so far completely 
unidentified.
All these animals are 
bright red . with 
haemoglobin, indicating 
that they are specially 
adapted to life in the 
oxygen poor environment 
around the vents. None of 
them matches published 
descriptions of animals 
found at the Galapagos 
vents, so presumably all are 
unknown to science.
There were also limpets, 
crabs with a three-foot 
span,, which fed on the tube 
worms, sponges, 'starfish, 
anemones, sea cucumbers 
and numerous fish, but 
these appeared to be normal 
bottom-dvvellers.
Juniper’s interest is the 
bacteria; which live bn 
hydrogen V sulphide gas 
: dissolved in the heated sea 
water that emerges from the
vents.
They create organic 
compounds by chemical 
action without supporting a 
food chain based on the 
heat within the earth light 
or oxygen, instead of on 
solar energy.
Pisces has previously 
enabled Juniper to study 
similar bacteria in the 
depths of Saanich Inlet, 
where there is little oxygen 
for part of the year. For 
them the vicinity of the 
vents is an ideal in- 
vironment in which they 
multiply in such quantities 
that they form mats on the 
sea floor, and turn the 
water milky white.
Some of the animals eat 
the bacteria, but the big 
tube worms have food- 
producing bacteria colonies 
in them and exist without 
any mouths or guts .
Four of the scientists 
were geologists, whose 
interest is in the deposits of 
metallic sulphur com­
pounds that solidify and 
form chimneys around the 
vents. These are expected to 
contain cornpounds of zinc, 
iron, barium and calcium, 
and perhaps silver. The 
quantities involved are not 
likely, to be su fficient to be 
exploited commercially, but 
the process by which they 
are formed may explain the 
{^igin of existing:bre bodies 
on land.
Us i n g ; info f mat ion 
obtained by University of 
Washington scientists '‘uii
foryears of survey work, metres down. Even so it the surface 
geologists were able to took an hour each way to examination.
Calculate likely locations for dive to it and return. Dives Univer sity of
vents. On the first part of lasted nine hours. Washington scientists will
the expedition, in June, The fissure into which the have the use of Alvin,
Pisces was unable to dive hot water issued was 300 which can work to a depth 
because of a failure of the metres long and 30 metres of 4,000 metres, for 25 days 
navigation system for deep but only 20 metres next year, so will be able to 
keeping track of her in the wide. Pisces had never look for vents on the 
depths, but in August a vent before worked at a depth seabed.
-'-AV
< ‘ \ V ' '
Youngster displays day's catch at Beacon
Murray Sharratl Photo
1=
Continued from Page Al - 
the bylaw that passed allows two.
In the question period before the 
meeting Kipot asked council if there 
were not some way to avoid the 
delay involved iri going through the £ 
development permit process, which 
would have required a new public ; 
hearing.
iMd. Jim^ L repeatedly urged 
that council accept Kipot’s word, 
while Galder stressed that t;he^ 
development permit was the only 
way to make Kipot’s corrimitnient 
binding. In the end only Calder and ; 
Aid: Ben Ethier supported the 
development permit bylaw and 
opposed the original re-zdnihg;
•Council also rejected a 
recommendation of the finance 
committee that no more money be 
allocated for cutting boulevards this 
year. The committee went against a 
July council motion to approve 
$5,000 for cutting boulevards,
A motion to rescind the $5,000 
motion was defeated, and the 
cdnimittee wak ihstmcted tofind the/»
money somewhere — although it 
estimated that only aboutwas
;$1,800 vvbuld be needed.
•A request from; the Sidney Little 
Leai^e That the town pay ■ its $400; 
water bill for sprinHlng the playing 
field was turned down. "
nowhere in the budget the money 
could come from.
£ •Council also voted to oppose an 
application from Lucy Whittier, 
2450 Whitbv Lane, to build a wharf 
and float extending about 150 f^eet 
oiit into Roberts Bay in front of the 
;;propertyv,££^
The, concrete wharf, extending 
100 feet, had already been build 
without a permit from the provincial 
lands ministry. Council members 
commented it was also in violation 
of a municipal bylawrand referred 
the matter to the building inspector 
to have the bylaw enforcced.
This will presumably mean the
Pandora 11 and PiscesTV returned to Institute to Ocean Sciences Aug. 19 
after successful deep sea dives 
Fuca.
was fouhdfprccisely where over 800metres, but Jthe 
V one was expected. : : ; nrlrlpH nrp«c:nrp pniispfl nn
removed.
addcd pfessu e cau ed o 
now problems, and the pilots 
named Axial Seamount, is were able ' to take the 
one of a chain of submarine submersible right down
mountains ' rising from a inside the fissure. 
to 3,000metres
down. That is too deep for With its meclianical arm 
Pisces to dive, but the flat- a chimney a metre high and 
fioored crater at the top of weighing 150 kilograms was 
the seamount is only 1,590 broken off and brought to
in 73 newspapers Jn 
B.C, a the Yukon.
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DINNERS — From 5 p.m. Daily Baforo it arrivos you will want to raglstor tor Central 
Saanich FALL RECREATION PltOGBAIVIS. Your Calendar
2326 Harbour Road i
8idnoy;B.c, . for nesenvATioNS
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Are civil servants really coddled, or is that just a 
myth perpetrated by people who don’t really 
understand what our public sector is all about?
That question is now high on Ganadia conversa­
tion lists following Premier Bennett’s plan to 
dramatically change the face of the province’s civil 
service.-''
Yet the issue is decidedly a national one, directly
paid dn; taxes).;''''
Here are a few situations that may, or may not, 
have a bearing on what is rapidly becoming a full-
— federal, provincial and n^unicipal. ^ ^
®Extremely„few civil servants are ever fired. The 
losers are either promoted or shuffled to other 
departments.
Former federal Deputy Finance Minister, Ian 
Stewarty for example, had a major role in develop­
ing Allan MacEachen’s disastrous 1981 budget, 
much of which had to be reversed or withdrawn. 
The follow-up? Stewart was recently made chair­
man of Ottawa’s huge Canada Mortgage and
. f
' r
Housing Corp., at a salary of about $100,000 per 
year.
©Even though business was off as a result of the 
recession, Ottawa managed to increase the number 1
, of federal civil servants to 222,582 last year. But 
that’s only direct staff. By adding employees in
defence!'crown corporations and other agencies, . - i J!. v. V. referendum
Mark Funk cools off in hurry Sunday at Beacon Wharf.
60YEARSAGO
From the Aug. 23,1923, issue of The Review 
The papers last week were full of the exploits of some 
so-called “highjackers” or whiskey pirates, operating 
among the islands. Many people are much perturbed 
over their exploits. The guns used by these men must 
have been about 18-pounds in calibre, as many state
they heard the firing at about eight miles distant. [
Or was their imagination very strong? Many are of i 
the opinion that this was a case of piracy, while others ; 
smile and say it is only another scheme engineered by 
the rum-runners and their advisers in order to cir­
cumvent the customs officials of the Dominion and the 
U.S. At any rate, the rum-runners seem to take their 
loss very easy. 1
. -50 YEARS AGO ' '
From the Aug. 23,1933, issue of The Review 
From all reports there is a large crowd of local 
residents who plan to take advantage of the special 
cruise of the S.S. Cruiser on Saturday, and so take in 
the Saturna Island sports. !
Leaving Sidney at 9 a.m. and returning at 7:15 p.m. 
the intervening time offers many hours of en­
tertainment.
The big sports day will be held on the grounds of the 
new tourist resort on Saturna, the construction of which 
is causing so much interest among islanders and visitors.
40YEARSAGO !
From the Aug. 25,1943, issue of The Review ^
Canadian-born engineers have just completed ; 
constructing a railroad through 40 miles of steaming 
jungle in British Guiana, and “they had first to kick the 
snakes out of the way and then lay roadbed over the 
over again because the gravel kept disappearing into the 
swamp,” says F.L. Parsons, general manager of the 
Demarara Bauxite Company, Ltd., who oversaw the
'V, 'job.'-' . . ;' "i
“It took a year to build those 40 miles of road. It runs 
from Mackenzie, where we crush, wash and dry the 
bauxite, to a spot in the jungle called Ituni. We have ;
unskilled labor. And we had to deal with the mud, the ;
; ; snakes and sometimes an bcelotv which is a South 
'':x',''American'tiger.'”’'.:-
•iOYEARS-'AGOy:--';;;T-I;
From the Aug. 26,T9S3, i^ue of The Review ^ y
and
Alaska figure for more than 60 years, died last Wed- 
' nesday in his Seattle home. • x
Murray ShaWllPhmo( J^‘y^
the first automobile
service between the mainland of Canada oh the Pacific x 
coast and the United States.
A crowd estimated at about 2,000 gathered in Sidney
» ® on Saturday evening to mark the official opening of
^ Sidney’s new street lighting system.
The section of Beacon Ave., between Third and 
' hiHv-nfrr ' Fourth Streets was closed to traffic as Harold Fox, ,, the federal government now employes 583,752 peo- irv a WUniOUmumg . chairman of the Sidney Village Commission, formally
■ . Okay, now we have the recent publicity about the new The bow and arrow hunters are on the prowl,
©Many private sector companies use the merit proposal to be submitted to the highwav’s department camouflaged from top to toe, and a truck to remove the ' of Th^ H*.vSr.w
pay concept to reward a few employees who are regarding the one-way streets in' Sidney. Is anyone else of t^eir slaughter. ^ jug. ^ suooorters
really doing a good job. The Ontario government wondering what’s happened to John Mika’s and then This brave man approached a local landowner, not ^ ® fcnrrvinp m nrenL^^^ an unS^wted
adopted the idea, deciding to pay its best Hugh Curtis’ election campaign promise to have a brave enough to give his name, but persistent enough to ^ ^
employees a little extra. The result? A study in- referendum for this oroiect before the nlan become.s a T'olorn after one rebuff. So deer Idyers be warned. ____ l ii :! : .ii,. an-
dicated that 5,178 of 5,200 employees in one 
department receivedpthe bonus; Soniehow,i it is’
reality?
nburicement last week of the general election had not
5, even in
the private sbetori could be that productive.
A.P. Mar]anovich; 
Resthaven Drive. forms of wild life with which we are blessed, and knowthat to enjoy the deer you must fencuin your vegetable Airport Wednesday m6ri^g. workmeu
garden and roses and then you win know the thrilhof of Heaney Cartage and Storage Ltd., Victoria, corn-
^ ^ ^ ^ - ----
, J . r 1 . x ill. ^ A J crew of about eight men with trucks and three hugei TuoV •, vT, Ti- . garden and not feel you must chase them away. And a '''V . ^
1 find that in travelling across the country on c witbfawn is a beautiful siahtl^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ m an attempt to lift the giant Mars
‘^11 cm ACC tVmf. iriiAfVtAr; f Vi r% r^Vxf o ■ *-k T.-, . . , ................ ®
P 7 to the auditor general, a full 30 per . ;
cent of 4,567 federal employees surveyed are riot 
sure what they are supposed to do at work.
of hundJS/of ^dio ;;;;;Sp£mi^eo!;iryr^tof'Sx*
•thousands of briefcases for employees every year, ' 14 i .4 -c iu , . .. . , against the deer eating your most .
SpolicyXhheard:;bf;;in:.he^priva.e:sectOr:;Whut's i : From .he Aug. M. .973, Issue of The Review
uiy’rdfus’nr aireraftwhieh was blown over last^ll by aheavy gale,
the air as B.C. It makes,me S'ck to see the The three cranes are each capable of lifting 25 tons
J IS en- IS7 trying to help this province, and the people of B.C. - So much of the wildlife is being driven out of the Flying Services charter plane crashed in North Saanichmore, a _ ............. ..............
titled to three-piece sets of luggage. wHether he has done it in a manner to help the spoilt bas ^WX^^^Jor so rnany years, the herons was only weeks away from quitting his job.
The point, of course, is that government work force, or nOtp we all T"" Sidney’s Marine
are well looked after, if not coddled. While they^ve know he is right in what he is doin^for us all. devastation of the area previously Imown as Bosun s. I Apartments, had taken the job with the company while
been forced to live with wage increases of 5 or 6 per Have you got a guaranteed job for the rest of your ? v ^7 awaiting assignm
cent, thousands of their private sector counterparts life? If your boss could not afford to keep you on the ^ „ ... brother-in-law told The Review Monday,
have received no raise at all, or have even taken pay payroll, whether he liked it or not you would have to go, Clark had gotten notification to report to the
cuts without reason, bn your sheet of Montreal jet school in early September, Robert
It is time perHans that every government in goes tor myself and most of the private Ibe r^k ol ^ , L Lougheed added,
country —' federal^ provincial and municipal how about: giying J a hand ; to That letter had arrived at Clark’s home the day before
really considered the money it spends 
vants. It has been a one-way street,
dlnary, hard-working taxpayers have come''Out,on;:y:;':y';:yy'v';y;4:':'y'.y:y::T;:y;:':y7yy:;^7':::;7':'4i,f^^^ ■'V::::''y:v:x;7':!':;;';yT::-;;:-HllarySwlnburnc:::-'’::4ake4hcm:'orf’Yancouvcr:island:'bccattsc?'bf;/thcyB;c!-
the short end. Sinmichton 2!75Curtcl.sRU. Ferries'strike.
The same «nd th is f woundm^
nnirin.,! ^o about giving a hand to the ^ me ithat jhis ......
ic be heard either by phone iiis tjeath in the blazing crash on Littlewood Rd.
Bennett, has done, and we should show that we do press, oiy to^theA'ilcllile people, or thp,
t, and the or- understand, and agree. I’pbce, c)r to all three niunicjpal councils on tlie pen- had chartered the twin-cngihed PipeL^^X^^






, . And that’s something the premier wllkw^^
And when 40,000 protested in Vancouver's Empire sooner or later, at any cost because it could blow his party sky-high. If
Stadium, he said those people didn’t represent the silent And that goes especially Ibr the former Liberals — that happens,yhc*ll:bc'the one whb’k saddled^
-y ’ y.'x ."-.h''. I'.i.r; , - '.-"r ■ f' ' T'' ,;i.civ-'i' '. ''.I 1 rtU/Af’C 1 i c ■' /'#»''rm^’l ' V/fimSiM-mi* Oci^'v y, '-' L..1.HR.«.«4yi'.-..y. .*1 tl m i- a.majority. Universities, Science and Communications Minister Pat blame and hcMl be the one sent packing,
But those remarks don’t really mean anything, After McGcer and Inicrgovcrnmcntal Relations Minister Democracy is a strarig^ thing. Il' li w^
y aU, what would yb|t expect hlnV to sayT He can hardly G^a li 44
profess to be awed and bvei whelmed by this niass 4 ' yMcGcer is a very harassed man these days? For several government^ not even one with a large majority; can do 
4 pfotes! and promise lo bca goodboyL^ y?^ weeks now, delegations from our higher-learning in- as it pleases; y 4 ^ y y^^ yy
y So7 we have to look elsewhere Ibr crncksi in thebeen knocking down his door, wanting to y X governrhent which attacks the public’s basic sense’s basic sense
premier's armor and in thitt of his cabinet. And believe know what the heck’s going on; 4 oF fairhess and propriety can and will be brought
me, tlicrc are cracks. Since July 7, British Columbia’s academics have been heel,yahd not Just in the next election. Well-founded
To start with, the government hnsy changed the 4 ^b^cr, the distinct Impression that academic freedom is (ippbsltibn and sustained public pressure can and will do
wording of the most contentious of the 26 bills that were under sevci)(: altack. Their tenure is to be wiped out, and the trick.
inirArtiirf.Ti aii lull/ 7 Thi* vvi\r/ic ‘'withrmi .’'fnisn'*’ iinvw 7^^^ McGcci* has been slnttulfirlv unsuece.<ssful ill convlncltio ' 7 Bill Behnctt is about to find out that his mandateIf Premier Bcnrictt'sintcntions w<jrc bcing misrca<Jiby4 troduced on J y . e wo ds " out cniise" ha e Q cr i g a y cccs 
7 the blecllon campaign, nothing has really changed. Act, the legislation that is to allow the government to ISIcGeer is^^^a the in- y right
..................... ’ nmi.ilrr wilh aendemli- rr,..~,1nmy MhGiw
4 7:
Intioduccd under the banner of restraint, along with thc4^^^^;^^^^^ Chabot lias 4 ?? around with academic Trccdom. McOccr, a
7 budgets arc still misreading the premier, annouhCcd that sehiorityi will be! taken Ipto con- : <academic,himself, sho^tld have known better. It is fromy^y
, blamed? Nothing would in- sideration in the mass firings, although the seniority will 'McGcer and Gardom and other more?enlightened 4,"®,,
dicalc that the premier has changed hh. mind about the apply only in L-ach unit of the public .icrriec. memberri of cabinet that pref;:;urc will be put nn the unnatimn compromise lsmorcthan the butr ofiokes. lt
abolltipn of human lights branch, the scrapping of the Thirdly, Attorney General Brian Smith has said premier to back off. u Very real part of Canada’s political and social
rentalsman’s office, the firlng of 10,000 public servants publicly that the government may have ntov^d |o0 or •Tiakcup.
niirl rnilcd to I'vplflin its motives U1 ihc-pfnphv Thru’? daviisiniinp: rifts in cahinct. Whatever dissniisfiicilon Canadians have an intense dislike for any radicaUrni, 
Or arc ihcic signs that the premier’s hard line is quite an admission in a cabinet which is ruled by the develops will bicak in the open during cabinet meetings. be it from the left or theTighL eanadians like
softening? premier with an iron fist, And they arc hold behind dosed doors, governments to operate Within: the relatively broad
You wouldn’t know It from his response to the masri Oj)u;r cabinet ministers are also expressing doubts But closed doors or not, If the premier falls to ac- spectrum of small-1 liberalism, tlic kind oTlibeialisui y,
"'Fnlll;*®;' ' itlLOOfl nrot dm wed llO' rit' iherfrA'mr "" ulL/ii's'i '■■' U'.-i'U' l tiV' "oy','L.''/*'r;'iI«;t/in1', ti ”"'«'Ai'n'<ii "hIt'aiU' Ut.  ' ■ '.-'.tuimAftillf; the 'rest eArt^ern't Af K'it r»ltri5cl/<r« ''Lnm/*''"''' thn't' eve.ri iHe' fid n't,;*'' Ad AArnkrl'i.a' » l.li. ' II.. 7. 1.'1 «iV| ab»ml the v.ay ilu: governmen) K going about it.^ aunmodatc the fwl concerns of his ministers and some that even the fringe on the opposite side can live wiih,
'‘;'':''7';77;!’
lawn ofy^ the premier said he .business. So firr, they have,been reluctant to do so in backbenchers, there may be an open revolt.nrevou.' • i albeit grudgingly.
iliMiMlIlllllliilBUlin inilrtllilMliHHliii'iii
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Katherine Anne Porter, A Life by Joan Givner.
The main problem facing any biographer of 
Katherine Anne Porter is the need to sort out the bare 
facts from the embellishments she was in the habit of 
piling on top of them.
A childhood deficient in all the qualities she required 
— grandeur, distinction, cultivated tastes, 
unadulterated affection, and so on — fostered in her 
talent for inventing material to fill the gaps. She did this 
with a great deal of skill, never going too far in the 
direction of fantasy, but in the process appropriating a 
wide circle of important, but fictions family con­
nections.
According to Joan Givner, the truth actually reflects 
more credit on Porter than she realized. It was entirely 
through her own capabilities and efforts that she 
achieved literary success: nothing in her lower middle 
class background in Texas pointed her in that direction.
Her personal life was plagued with disappointment 
and disorder. Her failure to conceive remained a source 
of chagrin to her throughout her life. Joan Givner 
mentions Porter’s distate for sex. Whether she disliked 
it or not, though, she certainly engaged in it, at one 
point boasting to Malcolm Cowley that she had had 37 
lovers!
She was under 40 at the time; more followed. She also 
had four husbands, all equally unsatisfactory.
However, by mid-century, she had become one of the 
20th century’s most highly-acclaimed short story 
writers, and her single novel. Ship of Fools, gained her 
even wider recognition.
The'detailed biography covers her life in depth: the 
days in Mexico, the literary friendships, the visits to 
Berlin and Paris, the unsuitable attachments. We see 
this celebrated author as a self-willed, flamboyant, 
restless, difficult woman, blessed with a dazzling 
literary talent and a bold insight into the human con- 
::?dition.
Katherine Anne Porter, A Life is available through
Violent crimes are on the was entirely out of line with that less drinking in public 
rise in B.C., but car ac- the overall increase in all places, more enforcement 
41, of 897 Esquimau Rd., cidents are going down, types of crime, up only 8.7 and much publicity con- 
was sentenced to three Jo the B.C. per cent. The violent crimes cerning impaired driving,
months in jail to be served Police Commission are included in this figure and results of safe driving 
concurrently with a newsletter. but make up only a small campaigns in schools might
previous sentence, after In 1982 homicides in- proportion in comparision have affected the accident 
pleading guilty to impaired creased by 26 per cent, with such lesser offences as rate, as well as the 
driving Aug. 16, in Sidney sexual assaults by 15 per bicycle thefts, shoplifting probability that average 
provincial court. cent, and robbery with and thefts under $200. motorists are travelling less
The day before in Vic- firearms 70 per cent. On the highways, fatal miles because of economic
toria provincial court. The number of assaults accidents in B.C. were conditions.
Burns was convicted on two on police officers showed a down 31 per cent, accidents
other drunk driving charges startling 300 per cent in- involving injury decreased For comparison,
and was sentenced to one crease, from 79 cases in 25 per cent, and accidents homicides caused 139 
month in jail on each 1981 to 216 in 1982. involving more than $400 deaths in B.C. in 1982,
conviction, the sentence to The publication had no damage vvere down 29 per while traffic accidents killed
run consecutively. explanation to offer for the cent. 567. Death toll on B.C.
On Aug. 18 in court, increasing violence, which The newsletter suggested roads in 1981 was 821. 
Richard Steven Loranger,
SUPERTRAMP
CONCERT IN B.C. PLACE
SATURDAY, SEPT. 3rd ’83
:oo^125^" DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
^165®® SINGLE OCCUPANCY
INCLUDES:
“Concert Tickets “Transportation “Ferry Tolls “First Class 
Accomodations at Century Plaza Hotel.
CONMAC TOURS
£56-3331 656-3012
27, who lives on the boat 
Amita, Pier One Marina, 
Victoria, was fined $400 
after pleading guilty to 
driving while over .08 
alcohol level.
Richard James Barber, 
31, 20345 Frazer Hwy., 
Langley, B.C., was fined 
$500 following conviction 
of assulting a police officer.
Ashby mourned
On behalf of the Sidney 
RCMP members past and 
present, Staff-Sgt. Ken 
Watson said Monday he 
would like to extend deepest 
condolences to the friends 
and family of D.G. Ashby. 
‘‘His passing will leave a 
void not only with family 
and friends, but this 
community in which this 
fine man served and lived in
Prices Effective: 
Wed. Aug. 241© 
Sat Aug. 27,1983
Home of SUPER savings! 
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00- 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
GRADE‘U’
.It).
either the Sidney-NOrth Saanich or the Central Saanich ; for so many years, t’ 


















J reading club, Around B.C.
' in Books,', held at* Sidney- STIlfliTASTtS -I .
North Saanich and Central -n We still have a few
I . .-3“ Private wessons inI Saanich . libraries, are in-
It ■Tub:::!
.. . . . . . . . . . . . lb.'
Guitars mm
vited to the free wind-up bass






I...... . . lb.
Tib:
Productions 
1 Kaleidoscope Theatre will
highlight the program along ^ ^
with refreshments and book REPAIRS |




the parties : begin 10:30 , i™'fuments, stereos 8, Ws
,m; : at Central Saanich ’ 
library and 1:30 p. m. at'
lb. ,:lb.
■ 'ftor'V-'
f a.m, at entral Saanich siEfinnii nucT library and rt:30:p.n,. at
I Sidney-North Saanich oiWritY ^
library. All summer reading i* i i-'? t"-
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900 mL 1/2 PRICE.;... 
SKippy
KWLL FLETCHER . 
MONEY SLICED
MUSHROOMS










750 mL. . . . . . . . . .
PUREX
TISSUE
8roll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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SPOON SIZE TASTERS CHOICE
SHREDDED ^ ^ INSTANT ^COFEEE $K49
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Ruth, twice
Ruth and Bert Bowcott 
celebrated their golden 
wedding at their home in 
Sidney on Aug. 17, for the 
second time. The first 
celebration was held the 
preceding Saturday near 
Kelowna, in conjunction
with the wedding reception 
of their son Ray and Shirley 
Poole.
Bert Bowcott has lived in 
Sidney more than 70 years. 
Ruth Snowden met him 
after moving here from
Vancouver 53 years ago. 
They were married Aug. 12, 
1933, at St. Paul’s United 
Church. Bowcott operated 
Sidney Cleanup until he 
sold out to what is now 
Cypress Disposal some 20 
years ago.
The wedding of Ray 
Bowcott and Shirley Poole, 
a second marriage for both, 
was held in a garden setting 
at Spring Valley, near 
Kelowna. There were 96 
guests.
Ray is secretary-manager
of the Army and Navy Club 
at Rutland. Shirley is from 
Sidney, and the newlyweds 
came to Sidney for the 
reception, attended by 
about 30 people, at the Bert 
Bowcott home, 9533 
Natasha Place, on Aug. 17.
Dress was elegant at Silver Threads centre July 17 as fashion got underway 
with 11 ladies modelling morning, afternoon and evening wear and four men 
in walking and afternoon clothes. Above, left to right, Mary Gibson, con­
venor; Grace Clarke, convenor of nearly-new sale; Ruby Aberdeen, com-
Cleaning out?
Are you moving, 
redecorating or just 
cleaning out for the 
summer? St Vincent de 
Paul can use furniture,' 
household articles and 
clothing in usuabie con­
dition, particularly kitchen 
tables and chairs, sofas, 
beds and . kitchen itenis^ 
There are so many families 
in need, please call 382-3213 
for pick up by St Vincent de 
Paul, or drop off at 840 
'View St.
■OAPs'^meet^
The Sidney branch of the 
B.C, Old Age Pensioners’
Local 13-year-old swimmer Donna Nunn with 
medals she won at recent B.C. Summer Games in 
Maple Ridge. She attends Jericho Hill School, for 
deaf and blind in Vancouver, and won gold medals 
in 100-metre breaststroke and freestyle and silvers 
in 50~metre backstroke and freestyle events for 
deaf. Nunn, who commutes between Vancouver 
and her father's house on Bowcrbank Rd., Sidney, 
hopes to compete in 1984 Special Olympics for the 
Handicapped, in Los Angeles.
f,::Murray Sharratt Pliolo
citizen’s centre,-• 10030 
Resthaven Drive. On the 
agenda — convention 
reports, discussion of the 
branch’s 25th anniversary. 
All welcome, bring a friertdS
To'-the
If you just sit 



































I isiiiuis III ihis iliifK lof'/ me DiovKlufl Iteii ol i h.iige lo S.i.ini(;h Peninsul.i Chuiehes .is a puow stiiviii: ol Ihe Sidnev 
Reviev.- (j'lti 11'li
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church- ■ M.isonii H,ill S.i.michion
ANGLICAN
• St. Andrew's Hf;v OaviO Hilhir 
9r)8;^'3niSt StfiMcy
-St. David By-the-SeaRev . A E (l.'rtes
-St. Mary's I'l'td CuHr.i Ave . S.r.'inicnion 
•Si Mil h.n?! ^ All Angel's ' Ret lor; Archde/iron W J Hitt 
■U III V.'iM S.iiMiK n Mo.k! Hoyiil O.ik 
•St. Stephen's Rev Iv.in fuller 
St, Sttif/heiTs Rd,
• Brentwood Parish Church.. Rev A. Petrie Se.i Orive. Breniv.-ood Briy
•Holy Trinity Rev 0 M.rtids, Mills Rd .ind West Sii.riiich Rd North Sihinit n
'.BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship- P.isloiN B.H.irtison ,
?2b'i Mills H(l , Sionpv '
•Friendship Baptist Church - P.isloi Finin KmioIiI. Slelly's Cioss Rd 
•Sluggell Memorial Church ■, 7008 W S.ianic.h Rd , Bieniv.ood Bay ■ R.isloi V Noidsliom 
•tik Lake Baptist Church Rev, I M Funk , 5363 Pal Ray Hw.iy
•Royal Oak Baptist Church - 898 Roy.il O.ik Ave . Comer ol Rov-il O.rk Ave f; Rny.il
Hr-v
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption — 7726 Wesi Saanich Rd.
•St.Elizabeth'sChurch— tOOSOFhlrdSl,. Sidney
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church • Paslor Dennis J Pa.ip, 2295 VFeiier Ave
656-2721. 656-7484
NAZARENE
• 1st Church ol The Nazarene — Rev Riiey Couller ,4277 Quadra Slreel. Vtt loria 479-1733
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldireld Road Gospel Chapel — Rev Joel D, Nelileton 5506 0!dlieid RoadiP A 0 C 









•St. Andrews — Rev B J MoHoy Masonic Hair. 4lh Ave 8 Ml Baker 656-2895
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP










•Sidney Foursquare Church — Paslor Dean Wrison 




Pastor M,A. Atwood. 10469 Resthaven Or . Sidney ,.,
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way . Sidney
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•St. John's — Rev, Hen Prall 
10990 V/esi Saanich Rd,
•SI. Paul's .
2410 Malaview — Rev. Hon Prall
•Shady Creek - 7180 East Saanich Rd Rsv Melvin H Adams
•Brentwood
716? West Saanich Rd —Rev Melvin H, Adams































4th AveY& ML Baker 







792 Sea br., Brentwood Bay
SUNDAY? AUGUST 28th ; 
(Trinity 13)
8:00am ... Holy Communion 
10:30 .. .FamilyCommunion 















Eyer% Friday 7:30 p. m. Y 
the Rev. Wiiiiairi F.; George j
;;StY:Savior’r
Corner of
; Calherine and Henry Stsv;‘
















8:00am .., . Holy Eucharist 
10;00am , . . MorningPrayer 
]'.C : Coffee Hour







8a.m. . : r v:. .Eucharist
lOa.m? ... , : :; : :Family 
Service (Nursery) and Baptism 
. ‘Timid Timmy' (puppetry 
by Florence Roberts!
Y LUCK PICNIC
: Y to follow! :
the Rev. DAVID FULLER 
656-5322 ALL WELCOME!
UNITEDCHURCH
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV. RYHORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res. 656-1330
ST. JOHN’S
10990 West Saanich Rd.
ST. PAUL’S
2410 Malaview
One serviceonly for St: John's 
'and St. Paui'sat 11 p,m:,from, 
July 3 to Sept. :4 inclusive at, 
St: Paul's 2410 Malaview,




Y 5363 Pat Bay Hwy,
SUNDAY
,k '’'':i0:30':am';'Y
.Morning Service, y:? 
Y : Sunday School . :





Resthaven Dr , Sidriey
:'^y:'y:'::,''<services::''''^':’y'''.:
9:30 am , . .Saturday Sludy 
11:00am Worship,
7:30 pni;.,,Y,,: Wednesday 
,?:■ ''Prayer 
? ;-? ALL:aRE WELCOME :Y : 

















CENTRAL SAANICH Y 
V Rov; Stephen Swill 
Off. 652-2713 Res, 477-2635
SHADY CHEEK
7180 East Saanich Rd, Y
9'45 am Family Sot VICO
'::?''and:S,unclay'Sch:ool'!
BRENTWOOD
7162 West Saanich Rd. Y





:7728, W, Saanich Road
8:30 am , Sun'tlay
St. ELIZABTH’S
























:,CliurchY; Moriiipri Prayer = 
6:00 piii:':;':. Evening Srri vici)
Paslor Dean Wilson :







iOamiY , Family Bible Class 
1 la.m.:.: worship,praise 
:,,,Y ,: .Service::





: Yi?:: - ■ i'Adlllt.RlhllVFitlldv'












Keating Elomoiilary School 
: 6483 Conual Saanich Rd,. 
9:45 am ' Communion 
11:15 am Fsmilv Service
Paslor
Y Bo'Ui Alioii (65?-3669) 
Lucii iJieHimjgii,ibl:iY33ul,i,i, 
: : : David-Rice (666-4730)




: 7008 W, Saanich Rd.
DroniwoodBay
10;b0a.m, Sunday School 
11;00a.,m, V.,: Y FarnilyWorshlp 
7;p0 p,m.: ,, ,Evening Fellowship
Y Wednesday ' v
7;30't)',nv.;';".B:i|ji(;tsiudy
, anriPrayorMoefing
; Pastor V Norddfiim : : '






'??H Milllt M , Stmiliv 
(‘•'onr ,'
Y Ptiiiof, N II; himionYAu I, f'uKir' iliitifl Icyiq
, Y!lDIININl'l WORSHIP SWICf. Y - : 
'■ »T Ki'Sfl r:M,
T^Miuwonsriip/iHii liuNiHiY'Sciiflrii.
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John Fram Jr., of Glen 
Meadows shot an even par 
70, but still finished one 
stroke back of Kendal 
Yonemoto of Pitt 
Meadows, Vancouver, 
Aug. 19 in the Uplands 
Junior golf classic spon­
sored by Hillside Dairy 
Queen and Pepsi Cola.
Warming up for the 
Canadian Junior cham­
pionships Aug. 23-28 in 
Vancouver, Fram had two 
birdies and two bogies in 




Effective Friday, August 26, 1983
Another Glen Meadows 
golfer, Blair Philp, tied 
with Phil Sikunder of Pitt 
Meadows for third, one 
stroke back of Fram.
Service adjustments have been 
made to the following routes on the 
Saanich Peninsula:
Ev, Gert win 
Barr Trophy
First annual gathering of Eagles Airforce Golf Tournament was held Aug. 18 at Glen Meadows Golf 
and Country Club. From right, Norm Magnusson, chairman of tournament committee, presenting 
No. I Eagle Airforce Officers Association Trophy to low net winner, Ernie Butcher. Baz Pharoah was 
second low net while Michael Shepherd was low net (guest) winner. Murray Sharratt Photo
The Piranhas Swim Club 50-metre breaststroke. The
— on the strength of team of Stannard, Ken- 
Melissa Sibley’s fine nedy, John De Greef and 
performance in division 2 Scott Bogie were runner-up
— placed second at a in the 200-metre relay,
regional B meet Aug. 13 Daphne Vanderboom, 
and 14 in Nanaimo. division 6 girls, had an
Sibley, who won the 50- excellent meet, capturing
The Barr Trophy — ball 
and chain competition — 
was played July 1 with Ev 
and Gert Mowatt the 
winners. Irene Clarke was- 
winner of the Margaret 
Rose Cup, Jan Webb was 
runner-up.
Play for the club 
championship finished 
Aug. 12 and the following 
were winners — Billie 
Clemett, medallist; Lovey 
Petre, club championship; 
Tommy Elmsely, runner- 
up; Toni Henderson, Silver 
Plate; Audrey Benn, 
runner-up; Jan Webb, 
Copper Plate; Madelaine 
Upton, runner-up; Dot
Stephanie MacVicar was Coppinger and placed third Emmerson, nine-hole
the only bright spot in in the 200-metre medley group; Edna Jolly, runner-
Brain Wallace of Glen 
Meadows won the divot 
division (14 and under) and 
his 73 tied him for fifth 
place overall with two other 
golfers.
Brad Fletcher, also of 
Glen Meadows, was low net 
winner. The 11-year-old, 
golfing with a 37 handicap 
shot a gross round of 98, 
giving him a net score of 61.
Perfect weather con­
ditions and excellent greens 
accounted for the number 
of low scores.
74 West Saanich
Saturday service and Monday to 
Friday mid-day service have been 
cancelled. This route now begins 
and terminates at the Saanichton 
Exchange not at the Sidney 
Exchange.
78 North Saanich
Bus service on this route has been 
replaced by a supplementary taxi 
service which will follow the same 
route and schedule.
For details of the changes, pick up a 




division 4, placing second in replay, 
the 50-metre butterfly and 
200-metre individual 
medley.
Kathy Scott and Nadine 
Sibley won individual races
up.
^ metre butterfly and 100- 
metre individual medley, 
shared: Aggregate honors 
with : Erin Dolan of Port 
Alberni.
first in the 200-metre in- in 50-metre breaststroke 
dividual medley, 100-metre and • 100-metre individual 
backstroke and :50-metre medley respectively. Anne 
butterfly events. y
In division 5, F’aihela Ens up in the 50-metre but- ^
The FOOL Will be CLOSED
With 332 points Piranhas took first place in the 100-: terfly. Scott, Sible, Portier 
finished a distant second metre breaststroke and and Erin Patterson, as a I 
behind Nanaimo, who third in the l(X)-metre team, came third in the 200- 
dominated the meet with backstroke. Elaine metre medley relay.
AUG.ZY TO OCT. 5
FOR ANNUAL MAINTENANGE WORK
957 points. Courtenay was Hausberg finished third In division 2, Melissa
third with . 306- points, behind Ens in breaststroke Sibley, who share^d •
followed by Port Alberni and as well came third in aggregate honors, ■ com’- ' ^
; with 247, Powell River, the 200-metre individual bined with Joey Caskey,
!. t? J -1 00 ;T^ort. , , T>o 1 o : c 11r Irv;::::
Get your last swim of the 
season in soon!
228, Gold River, 109, Port medley. . Paula Caskey, Vikki
unrHx, 72 and Campbell
1
Hardy,
River with 61 points.
Stefan Vanderboom, 
division 7 boys, was amner- 
up in the 100-metre 
freestyle and placed third in 
the 100 metre backstroke.
As well Vanderboom led a 
relay team consisting of Ian 
Halt, Mark Bower and Paul 
Stannard to second place 
finishes f in the 200-metre 
relay and 200-metre medley 
' ^ relay..^"',:'^
In division 6, Mark 
Bowler picked up third 
place finishes in the 50- 
metre butterfly and 200- 
metre individual medley.
Troy Jungle^ division 4, 
was third in the lOO-metre 
freestyle and combined \yith 
Jean Paul LanglolSi Peter 
Jody Oldfield 
for second honors in the 
{ 200-metre free relay.
In division 3, Andrew 
; Ens won the 50-metre
butterfly Ayhilc team matc^ 
KevinJ iGolih -settled for 
I third in -the 100-metre
1 freestyle. Enis, Golin, Pears
: and Ryarv McRae swam tb a {i third place^fihisli in thc 200- 
metre relay.
Peter Dc Gccf won the 
division 2, 50-mctrc 
{'HjTreesiylc{racc'''''')yhile::Simop 
; Kirk placed second in the
! 100-mctre : freestyle and
1 third in 5,0-n)ctre
::'backstrokc(,;.;Jainlc j' McRaC':; 
came second in the SO-metre 
breaststroke and Ryan 
McGimpsey managed third 
in the lOO-mctrc free,style.
De Greef, McRae, Kirk 
I and McGimpsey jelled as a
team and placed second in 
V both the apb-metre freestyle
i and medley relay races.
I In division 1; Graham 
Stannard won the 50-mctrc 
:r:back5troke?::'''';while'^^{';Marc ■ 
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“ ■.. .■■>«■- A:
E/iis Whalen's aggressive pitching style wasn't enough as Harvey's lose open­
ing playoff game 6-1 to Victoria Junior Athletics. Murray Sharratt Photo
Catcher Terry Orr and Ellis Whalen in moment of panic finally spot loose 




strong pitching is the key to winning any baseball game, 
especially when it comes playoff time.
I Both Hotel Sidney and the Victoria Junior Vkthletics bad 
that winning ingredieht last week and as a result both took:
Men’s League semifinals.
Hotel, who will travel to Chilliwack for the B.C. in­
termediate fastball championships Aug. 26-28, got steady 
pitching from Wayne Jones in an 8-2 victory over 
SPeninsula Merchants.
The following night, Aug. 18, Mike Ash recorded a 
four-hitter in leading the Athletics — fifth place finishers 
at the recent Canadian Junior (21 and under) fastball 
championships in P.E.L — to a 6-1 romp over Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods.
Swimmers from Piranhas 
Swim Club did well at the 
25 th annual BGSSA 
championships held Aug. 
18-20 at Crystal Pool in 
;Victoria. It Piranhas 
won medals in individual 
events wh ile > nurnerous 
others won medals in relay 
competitions. : ; : I
Brenda^^^^^l M 
division 6 girls^ cap»tured a 
gold in the SO-metre but-; 
terflyj and a brorize im SOr; 
metre freestyle. Craig 
Bentham, division 1 boys, 
took a bronze in the 50- 
metre backstroke;
MR. BUSINESSMAN: : ;
If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently changed, please 
call us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three months. This service 
:: limited; to therReview’sTrading'area. : ' A
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f, ^
(40) Acme Outboard and Marine Repairs . 
(45) All Weather S prinkler Systems Co. . 
(43)Brentwood Gifts & Crafts Shop .I . : 
(40)EllisElectric .... .
(43)Expressions; Gilts, Cards and Books 






658-5652 bus./383-6135 res. 
:.v:l':ll:'':V:|lll7l.:.b52-3537:: 
:v.T''.I.-;. ■.■....;:.::':388-1641':'
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .652-4632
... . . . . . . . . . . 652-2413/652-9515
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-0801
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .656-7444
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-4944
Courtesy Th® Review
Kim Hayward gave Hotel an early lead when he belted a 
two-run homer in the bottom of the second inning, but that 
lead was short lived as Dan Peterson drove in two runs
1-2. ■
In the bottom of the third inning, first baseman Tony
Wayne Carlow crossed home plate oh a Pat Akerman 
single in the fourth and Hotel added three more runs in the
Jones. Jones retired nine of the last 10 Merchant batters
with 10 hits. He also was two for two at the plate vvith two 
singlesIThe Merchants other top hitter was Fred Borland, 
who also boasted a perfect record at the plate with two
;'Singleintwptrics.^.^':;:;::;':;;;" I
Hotel’s Pat Akerman had three single in four trips to the Airline Style seating. Hand baggage only.
pair of singles;
The Victoria Junior Athletics had little trouble beating 
Harvey’s Sportihb Goods 6-1 as Harvey’s really beat 
themselves.
; Frank Havies’ RBI single gave Harvey’s a 1-0 lead in the 
second but costly errors in the same Inning nullified that 
lead. Both Charles Cunninghanb and Bruce Bell w 
St nick by wild pitches and eventually ^ scored to give the 
Athletics all the runs they needed,
(Schedule Subieet To Change Without Notice)
Whalen and he managed to silence Athletic batters until 
! the fifth inning when they exploded for tlirec runs, they 
added another run in the sixth.
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Saturdays, Sundays ond Holidays
at bat as well with a single and a double in four trips to the 
plate.
AM ; LEAVES' /";PM:/:;' ;:,I.EAVES";;: LEAVES "'/PM,/
0700 GangUvS 1435 „ ■Ganges; 0900 Ganges , 1500
0720 ; PI, Washington ■'■■■T1455.'- . SturdiGS Bay', ; 0925.: ; Sturdies Day /^ 1525
0750 /Sldnoy;;':;;' ■;/:'i525::'' /■.Minors'Bay:/ :; 0935 /; Minors Bay 1535
0825 Pt; Washington ; ;1550 ;;Lyall Harbour;; ;: 1000/ Lyall Harbour / /1600;
0845 ' ■■■Ganges':'': 1010 Pt, Washington i 1020 Pt, Washington 1620
0855 SturdiOB Bay / ;1635 /■'■i'TSldnay:'/::-/;";':, /;:;:■ ; 1055/ ,,:':'Sidhoy'''‘';'/''''/'"'/'.'/' ■,/:1655'
0920 ; ''/■Minors Bay;:;;-;, T645 . k/PL Washington; /ii2o;: Pt;;Waahlnioion:;‘'' .1720
0940 . Lyall Hf'rbou,r; / ■ //1705::> /■Lyall Harbour/;; 1140 : Lyall Harbour /,, ' 1740
1010 : ';'''Sldnoy' ■/:-:1745,':-: -•.;/■‘:'':'':,PM"' ■ Minors Bay/ ; :1805
,1,036;;;; ;P|:; Washiri'gton;,/ ;';:;i8iq;,;',.;;,M,l'norn,B,ay,;;”:;;'/: 1205 Sliirdlos Bay
ARRIVES' <'■ ■;■; SturdlG8,,Bay ■:'.;:■;, ■■;;-;i215';;-; ARRIVES








' Between ar^y 
point of origin 
and destinalion.
•5 day sosslons from 
•July 11th to 15lh 
•July 18th to 22nd 
•July 2Slh to 29th
August Sosslons 
availobli) us wall
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By LIEUT. GEN. RJ. LANE
In the last year or so the churches 
have become more and more activist 
in a political sense — a situation I 
was able to observe firsthand when I 
was invited, as the only military 
spokesman, to join a panel 
discussion sponsored by Operation 
Plowshares at the Sixth Assembly of 
the World Council of Churches.
But I must digress for a moment 
and mention the large number of 
peace groups in Canada, all of 
whom are having quite an impact.
Individual groups seem to have 
formed along professional lines — 
Science for Peace, Physicians for 
Social Responsibility, the Christian 
Movement for Peace and Operation 
Dismantle, an active organization 
responsible for the referendums 
carried out across the country in 
many 1982 civic elections.
These are just a few of the 
organizations devoted to disar­
mament and arms control — in 
Toronto there are more than 50 such 
organizations with similar aims.
While these peace groups have 
similar aims, they have not co­
ordinated their efforts into a whole. 
They are still operating in­
dependently, voicing their opinions ^ 
at every opportunity, neyer missing
weapons are much more difficult 
and even here there was a division in 
thinking. There were those from the 
Third World maintaining that any 
discussion on nuclear weapons and 
disarmament was a preoccupation 
of the north who hatv these weapons 
and who lived in constant fear of a 
nuclear war, whereas Third World 
delegates were more concerned with 
social justice and econorhic 
inequalities.
The Third World’s priority was 
with injustice and inequalities and 
hence concern that the church must 
do whatever possible to correct the 
inequality. These areas of social 
in j usti ce and economic equality 
probably have political overtones 
but it strikes me that they are more 
traditional fields for the church.
However, when it comes to 
di sarmament and nuclear weapons, 
Operation Plowshares plays a strong 
part for the church. OP’s leaders^ 
are undoubledly dedicated people in 
the cause of peace and are
They would be willing to say there 
must be multilateral disarmament or 
arms control —r but then they get 
Tost. They find it difficult to come 
forward with solid recom­
mendations or resolutions practical
; ^ media. They are also very dedicated major powers^
and believe implicitly in disar- Any one of us can sit back and
! mament and arms control. discourse about any subject we like
As with any heterogeneous group, but in the final analysis we must
T there are divergent points of view. produce a rational position that is
Some argue for unilateral disar- understood and accepted by those in 
mament on Canada’s part, that authority and control.
Canada should set an example as it There are only two countries
\i;K^n itT frnfnT invnlvf^H in the fdid when it withdrew 
I nuclear role in the late 60s
from the i olved i  t  question of nuclear 
IS. ' weapons — the US and USSR —
There are' other groups’who 'and unless an argument they both 
, ; recognize that unilateral disar- understand and accept can be put to
; mament is pointless, recognizing them, there is little progress to be
“-"aWA*-; -iTAiJ 1 A1 V . jrv-P r^ii>» 1 aot*that unilateral disposal of nuclear made by standing up and beating ,
,—, hoc drums or organizing peace niarches.^^^" , ^^weapons on Canada’s part as  
achieved little, and hence, talk in The nub of the problem is how to 
terms of multilateral disarmament. make the US and USSR have greater
confidence in each other, for only
mament and arms control. when there is some degree of
The recent World Council of confidence or trust will either side boj T
: Churches’ conference in Vancouver^^^^
if brought together many church T security or actions they have taken; 
groups who are still all very much in to ensure their security, and in this 
favor of disarmament,
There are now religious overtones disarmament, 
to the disarmament movement and Everybody wants peace, 
the emotional appeal that the church . Neither the United States or : 
generates is a very strong weapon Russia are going to do ahything 
i for those who wish to have either T which may puU of their
f unilateral or multilateral ? disar- way of life in jeopardy, therefore
Spokesman for the churches is terestsi and hot in the interests; of T T
';5"Operation;'^', Plowshares,; a :^xlisar-'.v.;' ■ ... ...................................^
mament, development research and ,
education agency sponsored by the Assembly; of. the World Council of Churches drew 930
Lieut-Gen. R.J. Lane, DSO, 
DFC, was born in Victoria, 
joined the RCAF in 1940 and 
spent five years overseas. He 
remained in the force after the 
war, retired in 1974 and lives in 
Saanich.
Lane commanded the Air 
Division in Europe equipped 
with tactical nuclear weapons, 
and his final post in the force 
was as Deputy-Commander of 
North American Air Defence 
Command. He says his 
background has helped him to 
understand and deal with the 
peace movement.
During the last three years 
Lane has been involved with 
disarmament and arms control 
and this year was invited by 
Allan Beasley, Canada’s 
Ambassador for Disarmament, 
to join an organization called 
the Consultive Group on 
Disarmament -and Arms 
;Control.'
The group is made up of 
many presidents of leaders of 
various F)eace groups who meet 
approximately twice a year in 
open ; sessiori? to give thC arh- 
bassador : advice on what 
Canada should be doing in the 
field of disarmament and arms 
control.
Some two years ago Lane was 
a speaker at a University of 
Victpria symppsiuni sponsored; 
by the World Federalists of 
Canada. He recalls the session 
was “very, much one-sided” — 
those attending were 
representing • various peace 
organizations and some 
represented Marxist Leninist
1 ,ip' fiTV ■ iT 'i-"} '' ■ r r’-A 'j sV'' ii'iA. 'o'''%> '* V.i' I f *!■' h'' 1, ■
LieutzGen. R J. Lane speaks out on activities of recent World Council of ChurcheC conference.
■'i.Peggie Rnwand.Phojo
groups. Lane says he would 
tend to ignore” the Marxist 
Leninist groups because “they 
express their views as pure rote 
and were not there to argue the 
case for or against nuclear 
weapons, or for disarmament.”
Lane has attended many 
similar syinposiums ; and says 
that as Chair rrianT>f it 
F^eration of MilitaryV, a 
United Seiryiecs ;Institutes, he 
has been given the opportunity 
to speak Canada-wide, giving 
The public the ‘ ‘other side of the 
story arid not the biased arid; 
one-sided view pif various peace 
group leaders.”
' theu.se of nuclear'arms.
Lanadian Louncu or t..nurc.nes aira delegates (representing some 300 churches) to the recent 18-day conference Delegate speeches also defended the council’s grants to African guerrilla
supported^^?^^^^^^^ jnVancouver. . ' movemeritsTabhriffed nuciriarThiliiarisrit and;attacked?B^Ci’s festraintv;
denominations, development 
agencies and peace groups
repreems .IK- Council of Churches „ J—a for dtemament:
' and ■ do„. •»« c.o« of .he confccno
i Critics of the WCC have accused the council ofTsupportht^^^^con-
revolutionary movements and unfairly attacking western policies while
oxrhidc On^fiiirin Plowshurcs dciuncd the possc**Sion of nuclc ,, ' , * ^ » , « * ' closinct its eves to coTritntiriist bloc uctfonsworihv of criticism
f umanity’tTAridTi statemenTapproved by the vast majority of delegates. uosing ns eyes to communut pioc actions wormy oi criticism.
there arc people who have moderate , believe that the time has come when the churches must Sltould the churches gel into politics?
J S farm™ m n iv ..nequivocably declare that the production and deployment - ns well ns Do church delcgnles speaklne out ngalns. the deployment of nuclear
Jecoinife th? the use of nuclear wenpoun-area crime against humanity and ihat such weapons truly represqit their congregation?
■ ,.,,,1 activities must be condemned on ethical and theological grounds.” Lieut-Ocn, R..T. Lane attended part of the conference and came away
Then fhcrc are others who sneak 'I'hf statement also urged the SOO-member churches to pre^s their with some concerns nhout the direction in which the WCC is heading and
emoiiori'dlv from thri^ governments — especially In countries that have nuclear weapon the effect of the activities of peace groups on the delicate balance of
' want arms eontfol and:the banning capabilitiej ~ to elaborate and ratify an inletnatlonal legal Inslrumcnt continuing negoliations between the two major powers -• the United
of nuclear weapons, regardless of whichwouldoutlaw.asaerlmeagainslbuman.ty.theposscsslonaswellas States and Ru,s.i0. . .
;';;T.t,hccostoiTtowit;might:bcachicycd^ ...... ........ .............. ..........................- ■ ' ■ ........... . ..........-■■■
who really need it.
The public ■— particularly 
cliurchgoers — should find out from 
their own church or parish what the 
feeling of the congregation is. And I 
dpiiH mean f‘Arc you for; peace or 
are you for war?"
The ; wh ole thing has been ^ ; 
oycrsimplificd as it was in the 
rcrcrcndum carried out across the 
countryi The wording basically was, 
“Are you for peace or war?” and of 
course, everyone voted for peace.
The interesting point is the number 
of voters who did not exercise their 
franchi,sc and the large number of 
spoiled ballots.
'They become ..extremely' 'emotional
when they speak and some seem outside ”intcrfcring” countries. and “that is progress.” It is emotiorially ‘T’vc had enough. We communists only understand
TiuitciiTational.^^^^^^^^^^^^ has taken a very strong;; when they stop talking I become Trnusl do something”; T strength and thcrcfarc a sign ; of
worried. One can understand their concern weakness is to their advantage.
Prime Minister Trudeau made a ; This was picked up imincdiatcly; ; ' but it still doesn’t get us anywhere. Operation Plowshares is speaking ?
^ should play politically with nuclear speech which included several by one man who said he was peace groups sit downand for the church and at the WCC
T weapons pr disarmarncnt -'- oidy; policies, one of which T^as the ; from happy that they wcr^talkingf comri forward with positive conf^^^^
? one aspect of the whole question of concept of suf^ in fact he was very inihappy that proposals I can sec tliem having no
; justice and peace, Speakers UN ;
the distribution of income and basic mament debates held uni'ortunately more positive, it has been said that their .^ However I question whether they
political philosophy, not specifically led to nothing, it would seem that People in the peace groups arc protestations arc takeii by the USSR really represent/ rill of the church, 
related to religious philosophy , but ; the CN has a debate and then not be ; as; assign of ;;wcaknesT when our rmpctsonally atn sure they do not.
ngycrthcless, cU)sely associatedv^^^^^^^^^^^^ knowledge ; goyernmcnt is trying to indicate the in my own church, matiy people
There was disetission oiv is called sontetime in the ; o the intriciacics of dipUmuicy, ; reverse? The ipsltion of NATO, arid have r
T.'''TcbnoiTiicT,pcctn;^'or' 'north/smith^;; T''fn!u're.'AU4his is'most dlKcoriraging' '' " 'military ''po!i'cic‘r'".or;';'thC""'rat!m'ialc''This'ihcUid«'the ■deterrent concept, ■ ■' the"WrC''for'the sirivple'rcasori that'T 
rclaiiOns, so the dividing line bet- I’ to The peace^^? g arc behind various strategics Aarid that is tO;; have discussions ■— from a they do not agree with its politics;
rcliglott; on ; is undcrstandablc. Eveit stlidcnts of position of strength, not weakness.
? mrtny cases a hlinfed hne;Tfowevcr,< The part of govcrnm^^^^ to do Tihese subjects find it difficult to Peacc groiips rnay beIndicatingtoi think how Thc WCC could cori- 
;t on the question of up as things are
I airmaments there is no doubt They do riot accept, the Geneva ;aImost bna daily basis.! ; that leaves the door A'orks ;such as akllrtg the sick in
I Tiscusslori was Well imo the political discussions; ns positive, action. 1 Ti is not unreasonahleTo have open to blackmail. ' impoverished countries, helping to
• Regina who spoiled there ballots by 
; writirig;? ”Gp fell it to the USSR^
So there is a group which Is an 
element of the population, may I say 
the silent majority, not being 
;;;swaycd.'by thcpeacc'groups.
The moral aspects of nuclear war 
~ qi-Tvar itself; for that matter —• 
Tire friirly simple and straight fop 




nuclear two great powers were at least they can do is stand up ami say very taught ;ris :anythirtg^ bringing in aid and succour to ihosc
opposed to the possible use of 
nuclear weapons.
If we do not protect ourselves, if 
wc do not remain strong arid make ? 
the deterrent policy of NATO work, 
then we jeaye ourselvc.s open to 
blackmail and thus a threat to our 
way of life.
If we want To defend our way of 
lilb, then we tnusi stand up and be 
counted,
Wo have been a member of 
NAK.) since Its inception, m tact, 
Canada was the prime mover behind 
the formation of NATO; Wc played 
a itripoTtaut and effective part In the s 
Continued oitT*arieB2
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middle and late ’60s but our con­
tribution has since decreased and 
our voice in NATO weakened.
At one time Canada was a per­
manent member of the nuclear 
planning group but to my 
knowledge, we no longer attend 
these meetings now that we do not 
have nuclear weapons.
We have lost prestige. If we want 
to influence the US, and get our 
views across, we can do so by 
operating in concert with them.
I thimc that is terribly important 
as opposed to not playing our part, 
not keeping up our dues in the club 
and giving the US the impression , 
that we are nothing more than 
people who wish to argue and 
present views without having 
contributed in any way to the final 
outcome.
The US and President Reagan 
taking a very strong rightest view 
could reach a point of isolationism 
where the US will say, “To heck 
with the rest of the world, par­
ticularly the NATO countries. You 
do not agree with what we are 
doing, therefore we will proceed 
unilaterally.”
That is always a possiblity and 
would be disastrous for all of us.
we can
maintain good relations, pay our 
dues and so have a voice— then that 
voice might be one of moderation. 
We might have some impact on the 
strategies of the US.
The USSR is an different 
problem. We are not a big enough
enough
influence, we do not have enough
The only avenue open to us is 
through the Uiuted Nations, and 
here I think^ Canada can play a very 
'"Imipdrtant
The government so far has in- 
{iicatediit does intend to carry On its
; have l^eeri recent^ ^'^ i 
defence spending. The decision to
security, we want to live our way of 
life without outside influence, 
recognizing that if we are not strong 
enough we risk losing it all.
This is a very complex subject — 
the whole issue of defence policy, 
defence strategies, nuclear weapons, 
disarmament, arms control — 
probably one of the most complex 
our politicians and civil servants 
have ever had to contend with.
Obviously, decisions will not be 
taken overnight and solutions will 
be difficult to come by. It will take 
time and patience.
I say to the peace groups — by all 
means keep hounding the whole 
concept of peace, but patience is the 
word. A nuclear disamament will 
not occur overnight. It will be a long 
tortuous path, taken step by step, as 
confidence is built by the nuclear 
powers.
Once that occurs perhaps we then 
can get into the field of total 
disarmament but I don’t think that’s 
going to happen for a long, long 
time. In the meantime we must 
continue to play our part in NATO, 
such as the Cruise missile test.
The peace groups will argue 
against such actions. One peace 
leader at a symposium said disar­
mament is an “emotional issue. The 
Canadian people will not listen to 
logic or reason — they want action, 
therefore the government must take 
. an emotional step to show that it is 
listening.”
When we have people suggesting 
the government make decisions 
based on emotion one wonders what 
kind of a country we would have if 
that approach carried through into 
other areas of our political life.
in NATO is not great, 
compared to other members. We are 
still second from the bottom — 
notwithstanding the ' expenditure 
increases granted the de fence 
department.
7 the Cruise is a small
almost insignificant aspect of our 
; total effort. It has been blown but of
considered a first-strike weapon 
defeats me.
It is an emotional issue — a 
symbol — and that is all the 
antagonists want to make of it. They 
do not wish to listen to any reason 
or facts which might refute their 
point of views.
We must continue to play our 
part, we must do everything to keep 
NATO strong on the one hand, 
while on the other doing everything 
possible to influence the US and to 
make our position clear at the UN.
We will not win the battle alone. 
We must bring other countries along 
with us but we will not do so unless 
we come forward with sound.
rational thought.
I am reminded of the difficulties 
encountered in bringing about an 
agreed position on the Law of the 
Sea. The final draft that was sent 
out to all nations was 12 years in the 
making — a long time on what was a 
complex subject.
II ,t i v \ “ r^ f"' r• * ' i t' 1 V
DRAPERY CLEANING
SPECIAL
How much more complex is the 
whole field .of military strategy, 
weapons and technology. The point 
I want to make is that through long, 
tedious discussion it was possible to 
reach an agreement and I think the 
same will apply, first in the field of 
nuclear weapons and then for 





.;■ SIDNEY , ;
Did you know that one of every eight Cana­
dians may expect to be hospitalized for mental 
\''' illness!?' '„v
Since so many of us could be affected by this serious 
problem, it is important to know first hand what has 
helped people experiencing emotional or mental illness to 
feel better. Help us in future planning by responding to 
these questions. All responses are confidential. Return to 
Box 681, Times-Golonisi, or phone in your ideas to 
595-1151. 7 ■ ■
1.) If you or anyone you know has had an emotional or 
mental health problem and is now feeling better — 
what helped?
2.) Do you have any ideas or suggestions regarding Men­
tal Health Services?
We are a voluntary rehabilitatiori agency serving the 
Yictoria'community:;7' "v.
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. . and for players intersted 
in rep hockey. Conditioning 
camp will he held . ;
relationship with NATO — a change 
of pace to what we have gone 
through since the mid-’70s.
So we have come full circle and 
• . are back on the horns of a dilemma. 
None of us want war, particularly a 
nuclear war. We all want peace, but
in their eyes use it as a symbol of the 
rapid deterioration of the world 
situation and the pending nuclear 
holocaust.
at the same time we also want our
is a first-strike weapon when in fact 
it cruises below Mach 1 (speed of 
sound) and takes several hours to 
reach its target. How it could ever be
KELLY LEECH









'Cost Is $20 per player 
: plusTullYegistratloii: f ee.
REGISTER AT REQ CENTRE 










OPEN DAILY 11 AM tor 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
812 Vordior Ave., Brentwood Bay 
652-3622
7 SteakHi Chowder House
"On III! WiHf BtiniwiKii) B«v'7 y
:;:;:'r';rry.W<rir«Ulttei7!!7,7:,fy-y7,7yf 7:
HeifisaM
7 il Breslifaiit, Lunch & Dinner Dailii : 
Sunday Brunch 11:301;30 
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Phone 652-2413 or 652-9S1S
f: iRcsraURaNT?:
■ 7'Cul*/ne/ir,i»icarsc''’''^ry7“:'.:
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
West S.'ianit b Bd by 
Royal Oak Sliopi'niit) Contro I
Hesorvaiions ■ 479-2123]
IN ]\\h f F^/ooO£
FAMILY DINING




y , Brontwood Shopping Contro f "
Mornestyle Cooking.&Tiakinfl’vivy ::;'
al Old Fastiionod ,Prices‘:'M,;.:::7:i:: 





Chinoso a Canadian Food
M 7';7':,:-''''OPEN Mim.S Tliiirii:'4'30 -'lHOB7''-"'7" 
mi. B SAT. can • V Sun. 4,108:3(1 p.tii,
- y'.A/! .ji; DiliKifv *illh minimum omit,: '.I- -
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
■ ^ .
REDDI-CHEF St-ABHEmCAFE m 000(1
FAMOUS CHARBiOILEDI
STEAKS..::77^?.:7-''i
77 yTiijoy our, 24'item Salad Bar'7. 7,: 1 
-.iy::.'T'AKUOU,l,,ORpERS..v:v;,,.,7y,7::'
' IN THE BEACON^
2321 Boacoifi Avof
656-4822
STEAK. Pim A SPACHtni HOUSE 
^ Dining In
Fine Mediterranean Tradition
' CHICKrN BIBS, (lUBBrnS;
Mon,'tliuti, II o m 10 la m(Bnl(|lii 
■ Frt. I. B»*. H l.W. 
tuN,,e Hounm 4 p.mi.io ii.mI 
oi*tKir(muiNeH-''-"'f'- 
TAKE OUTS 666-5896 -7 
Sth & Beacon SIDNEY
SOFT ICtCBfAM
JEDHESDftY




7'0PlNM0NTfli7ll'^«-.'.:.: 'l:,7: y7.'' 
s7Mt.:Ti 304" !»!)N7l?'»''^:y:7'''
! HHI.AK( A‘iriDNCH'i3iNNf.R 
. 0»'tN I)AI|,VBr)aAM.? .10PM 
. ClOUtl fjUN[lAVriHlOl..lOAYS :








,yyy.,"7'4:7.'7*77Van isle .Marina, v:^v'7':7:::'
" 2320 Harbour Rd,
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 




Mon. lo Fri. 9 am - 9 pm 7 - ^ 
Sal, 9anvl0 pm Sun,9am-9pm




Whin-it cdiTies toidihing o 
do more than anyone! Let us help you 
plan an appropriate advertising rneilu, 
'call todayTor assistance" 7;:' ':7




When I was four, I took an extended journey down a 
street near my home, stretching my courage to last three- 
quarters of a block, past strange houses which offered no 
comforting landmarks. The further 1 ventured from my 
usual corner, the more menacing the houses became, 
windows frowning at the small intruder that was me.
A conviction began to poke itself into my awareness. 
Without any question, there was a very large, (human size) 
fierce red fox hiding behind a cedar shrub four houses up 
the way. I slowed, stopped, strained to capture a sight of 
the fox. And of course I did which catapulted this par­
ticular Riding Hood into full wail and an Olympian gallop 
that lasted all the way home, up the stairs and to safety, 
burrowed into a lap.
Oddly enough it was not many months later that ! set off 
again, this time in the opposite direction, to run away from 
home. That trip was very much longer and more hazar­
dous, covering many blocks, across a busy street with 
traffic lights, but that time I was driven or drawn by a 
determination and desperation that kept fear tiny enough 
to carry with me.
There are so many things to be scared of when you’re 
little. We had a first grade teacher whose hobby seemed to 
be strapping kids. Systematically she worked her way 
through the lot of us. I can still feel the terror of her 
dragging me up the aisle and the stinging inferno that she 
loosed into my hands.
Outside the school were bullies, at least 10 feet tall, who 
hassled first graders on the way to and from school. Being 
scared then was really a physical experience . . . not just 
the feelings, but the actual event . . . being afraid of 
getting caught, hit, punched, slapped, trapped, tickled.
It’s later that the more complex fears introduce them­
selves when we learn to be afraid of getting blamed, left 
out, left behind, getting chosen, saying no, showing 
:vfeelings. /V
And with added years, the additional terrors of feeling 
ugly, being rejected, making mistakes, failing, getting 
angry, losing face, losing control, being controlled, going 
crazy, dying young, standing out, standing back, looking 
stupid, being bored, being alone, being found out. ^
V It strikes me that the saddest part of being afraid is that 
we each feel and believe that we’re the only one to ex­
perience such horrors, that everyone else is really alright, 
tharitbere’s something wrong with us to feel so awful.
■ Each of us, pretending to be brave, keeps pur distancem 
and renders ourselves uritouchable; No woiider we’re: 
afraid of being alone, being wrdngi misused, missed out;; 
poor, unemployed, old, ill, giving up, giving in, losing out, 
losing face, losing love, losing life.
Fear is the key to our cell in solitary confinement.
Many of our fears are self-chosen . . . taught to lis as 
children by families, friends, television, schools . . . self- 
chosen if we, as adults, hold onto those that are no longer - 
useful or protective to us.




Brentwood artist John Climer display^ one of pictures he'll be exhibiting 
next month at Maple Gallery. Called The Watches, the scene was painted off 
Beacon Ave. wharf in boat launch. Mirra> Sliarrait Phoco
Brentwood artist John E. 
Climer will be exhibiting 25 
v/atercolors —- mostly 
scenics, familiar landmarks 
on the peninsula and most 
executed there and then 
“on the spot’’ — at Maples 
Gallery Sept. 4-19.
Climer says he hopes 
people will come out to the 
show : without feeling 
obliged to purchase. ‘ ‘That 
is secondary,” he says. 
“They should look and 
enjoy.”
Climer, 53, served in the 
RCAF: during World War 
Ii,; then; attended the; 
Ontario College of^^^^^^A 
specializing in the drawing ; 
and painting departrrient.- 
He was an; honor student; 
and graduated in 1950 with 
an Associate Diploma. He
exhibited extensively in the 
Toronto area during this
t
bigotry, oppression, illness and war in today’s world.
However, many of our fears are far too expensive to 
save up and treasure with the relish that we all do. These 
are especially the ones that we need tb review and reassess 
in the light of their constructiveness and helpfulness to us.
If we look at fear as a signal of internal distress and as a 
warning bell to repair, retreat, and renews we can ap-
As vvith all signals once heard, the F^rpose is fulfilled, 
and the signal then becomes redundant. (It certainly would 
have been a waste of energy had I spent the past 40 years
Pat Humphrey
fHelen PhD, is a psychologist, Pat Humphrey,
: M.S. W; is a psychiatric social worker. They are in private 
practice in North Saanich)
X\me
Wh knowledge of arts 
and crafts brought him to 
the attention of Ontario’s 
department of education 
community programs 
branch and for the next 13 
years Climer was advising 
communities on cultural 
programming at the 
Community recreation level.
■ ; As^^' •■his
I period he was responsible 
for establishing the dttavva 
Municipal Art Centre, the 
Lakeside Gardens Summer 
Festival of the Arts arid was 
instrumental in advancing 
the development of the 
Ottawa Theatre for 
Children.
He became the first 
director-curator of the
Mendel Art Gallery in 
Saskatoon in 1963, a post 
he held until 1979 when he 
resigned to return to 
painting.
Climer says he retains a 
very real interest in com- 
rnunity activities and 
donates time to groups as 
critic, juror, demonstrator 
and guest instructor. He has 
exhibited extensively with 
the Federation of Ca;nadian 
Artists over a two-year 
period and organized and 
supervised its 198 L Salt 
S pr i ng f I s Ian d ; sum me r 
■seminars.' '■'
Climer has had two one- 
rrian shows in Saskatoon, 
fulfilled ; a commissioned 
portrait ; of ; LieuL-Gpv( 
George Pbrteous for Regina 
Legislative Buildings and 
last year held a one-man 
show at Leafhill Galleries, 
Victoria.
Climer will be present at 
the opening of the 
exhibition 1-4 p..m. Sept. 4. 
The gallery is located at the 
corner of West Saanich 





We can help you select 
fabric and style to suit 





"Your full service pet store" 
"Your pets happiness is our business"
birds - aquariums, small animals
tropical fish, pet & horse supplies
SPECmt FEATURE- 
NEWLY ARRIVED
GREYS , WHITEST PEARLS & CINNANION
Expanded Aquarium f FLIGHT KENNELS 
Horse Grooming Aids Dept, Approved by All Airlines
;:';656-33l4^“
Beacon Plaza Mon. to Thurs & Sat.
2317 Beacon Ave. ^^;3d - 5:30
Sidney Friday 9:30 - 6:00
New rector
I ■ p)r StPM
The ; Rev. Robert San- 
sbm, rector of St. Mary’s, 
Oak Bay, and; Rural Dean 
■"dffVjctpriajf;lias''':bcenrap-; 
■ pointed rector of St; Maryfs 
An g 1 i ca n C h u rch, 
Saanichton, effective Sept.
'^^;:;'':Thc3cv.'';Sani50iri4s;wc!l 
known on the peninsula. He 
fwat)' rector:’bfSt,:'’Aridrcw’s,::
Sidney; and Holy Trinity,
Pat Bay,Trbm 1970 to 1980, 
a f dr ni er pad re o f t h e R ay al 
Carindiah l,egipn and a 
Rotariari. Sahsbri is ltKtkingf I 
' forward to the challeiigeipf 
Tlie new; parish ; and says I 
there is the added bop us of 
once again living in “this 
beautiful rural area."
St, Mary’s ai Saanichton 
;bci;amc:'a.;se|i'arate'parish'at;; ■;;■ 
iuhe beginning of The year .;;
Block will teach youTo prepare IrKOW;Tax ln;a 
special 13-1/2 week tuiUof) course.
Full or part lime V 
employmont With us; 
available to quallliod
• CoMfsos cover current tax
•i^Enrclmcnt open to all ages
• NO previous training or 
experience Required;
, ‘ ■ for" cloialls and class scHeflulos, please;wrile; or:phone ’; v
1
An MARINA COURT 
9B43 SECOND ST;
SinNEY.R.O.
WHO ROUUJ BE A BETTER INCOME TAX TEACHER?
Uncommon Quiility
at an Uncommon Price.
656^2411
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I wish I could show you coloured pictures of the two 
separate vegetable gardens. One of them was just terrible 
last year (I remember crying on your shoulder at that time) 
and we sent off a soil sample and when the reply came we 
set about applying the required fertilizers and lime. At the 
same time we made another five raised beds.
The growth out there is simply beyond anything I’d have 
believed possible. The old section of the vegetable garden 
isn’t nearly as lush, nor as productive, so this fall we will
that part. It’s the best $10 we have ever spent.
We didn’t plant that section until after the middle of 
May (the raised beds weren’t finished) but, honestly, just 
using zuccini as an example, we gave a box containing 20 
zuccinies to a friend who wanted to make bisque (all picked 
from the new garden) plus three picked from the old part. 
No one needs so many zuccini plants, but I just can’t throw 
out the baby plants, so we end up with truckloads of the 
■•things!'^
This week finally found enough room to plant out some
four-inch pots. Either tonight or tomorrow we will pick the 
rest of the purple podded beans, and pull the plants out to 
make rdoih for the rest.
The poor dears have been having a rotten time . . . not 
thaf the pots were too small, but that the white butterflies 
(that lay the eggs that become “loopers”) have found 
where I had them stashed away, and most of them now 
havelarge:holesintheleaves...thepiantsnOtfhebut- 
^terfliesf;
Those lopers are so close to being invisible they could 
win prizes for camouflage. Since I am more or less com­
mitted to organic gardening I have been trying to hand pick 
these beastly things, rather than using Diazinon. I look and 
look, find nothing, and decide they have moved elsewhere, 
but the next morning more leaves are either tattered and 
torn, or missing entirely . . . so the worms have gotta be 
there!
“Himself” who has sharp eyes came out to have a look, 
spotted one and pointed it out to me, but he had to put his 
finger right on it before I actually saw it. It was lying right 
along the stem absolutely motionless, no doubt watching, 
us and thinking we would go away if he didn’t move. Once 
you have actually seen one it gets easier to spot others, but 
I’ll have to keep picking them off daily or there will be 
nothing left to plant.
We have been eating “Sweet 100” tomatoes for about 10 
days now, but there are three large Salt Spring Island 
“Sunrises” almost ready to eat. The other varieties will be 
along soon as well, so it will mean pickling season in 
earnest. Do love the smell of pickles cooking. I know it is a 
lot of work, but you just can’t beat homemade pickles, 
even if your name is “Bick”.
The cucumbers have been slow in our garden this year, 
but they have all been sweet, without a bitter one in the lot. 
rirpass along the names to you next spring.
We are watching the fig tree with great interest this year. 
Picked off all the small ones I could reach, but this crazy 
tree keeps hatching more, which I then pick off . . . not 
sure who is going to win at this point! The big ones are 
getting lovely and fat but don’t look anywhere nearly ripe. 
This is a worriesome thing since friends of ours who aren’t 
fond of figs presented us with several ripe ones a week ago.
Please keep your rhododendrons well watered during 
this dry spell, also your azaleas and camellias. Talking 
about azaleas for a minute, it might be a good idea to have 
a look at them. My friendly neighbour “oyer the garden 
fence” handed me a nasty little object the other day, 
saying, “Take a look at this thing, it was growing on my 
best azalea.”
It was an “azalea leaf gall”, and when we both had a 
look at the plant we found about a dozen others, all neatly 
nestled down in the branches. These things look like 
thickened leaves, starting off pale green in colour, and 
gradually developing into hard brown swollen galls.
Pick them off and put ’em in the garbage, and try not to 
water the plants from overhead, especially in the evening.
The biggest sunflower is nov/ nine feet six inches tall, 
and is finally forming a bud. The stem is fully an inch and 
three-quarters in diameter. That thing is so large that I’m 
afraid tot urn my back on it, especially after dark!
Got a news tip?




A strolling musician shows the finer points of 
trumpet blowing to candidates for crown of Miss 
PNE "83 during a tour of grounds Saturday. From 
left: Miss Victoria, Janine Nor guard; Miss Alberni 
Valley, Chrissy Lopez. Janine is from Central 
Saanich and former student at Stelly's school.
30.1 cc of raw cutting 
power for really tough 'V 
cutting jobs. Electronic 
ignition for dependabili­
ty. Diaphragm carburetor 
for versatility. Vibration 
isolated handlebars for 
optimum comfort and 
control. This unit has it 
all. : ,
YOUR CHOICE:
' By Wendy Laing
— only four days left to swim 
‘n’ soak in Panorama’s pool. As of this Monday, (Aug. 29) 
our pool will close for its annual maintenance clean-up. 
The final day of public sessions will be Aug. 28.
Though the pool will be out of function, this should be 
no reason to let fitness slip. Public ice skating will begin 
Sept. 4 and pickle ball and fitness classes are always 
available.
Re-opening Oct. 3, the pool has a wide selection of 
lessons for pre-schoolers, school-age youngsters and 
adults. Any water baby can enjoy the sport, all that’s 
needed is practice!
A new pre-school swimming lesson will commence this 
fall. Turtle holding tank is for those youngsters who have 
finished treading turtles, but are too young for school-age 
lessons.
This is a non-structured practice time and no badges vyill 
be awarded. However an instructor will be on hand to 
introduce more difficult strokes, once the swimmers have 
mastered their skills.
Since the class is not a level, the cost has been reduced. 
Parent and tot lessons are now available morning and 
evening, twice a week. Come splash with your child.
for vacationers off to Hawaii. : ^ -
For those wishing to acquire their natiprial lifeguard 
award,*. : cross' is the;second s^
medallion as a pre-requisite, rescue simulations are 
practiced.
f Red; Cross leaders is offered for those hoping to teach 
sv'ixmmmg: Youth synchronized swimming IS 2iVz\\di\Ae, this
'seasqh;fa.s well cis'
the blue level award:
Adult lessons are: scared stiff, sheepish of the deepish, 
terrified to triumphant dind stroke improvement. We now 
have a Vfl'd/e.s' exc/ws'fve, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
1-2 p.m. which includes water exercises, stroke correction, 
and relaxation.
Check your brochure for details and don’t forget our 
public sessions in October.
start sessions are to prepare those older children, un­
comfortable in the water, for regular swimming levels.
Masks, snorkles and fun teaches the proper use and 
mobility with this equipment. Obstacles and under-water 
; hotkey are used for practice with own equipment. Perfect
2432 BEACON AVENUE, siDNEY
PRE-INVENTOIIY SALE 
NOW ON!
Write your name & address 
on your non-winning
pood things come in
small packages was the rule 
once again when n four- 
pound, six-inch-high 
Chihuahua, exquisitely 
conforming to standard, 
took on gorgeous poodles 
and , elegant Springer 
4T!'SpahlelsTp:win;,bcsfof;Show::; 
honors at the three-day 
Victoria Kennel Club Dog 
Show which finished Aug; 
14 at the Panorama Leisure
“ Bred by Edna St. Hilaire 
■' of:', New;v;Wcstmin.sl(;r,': '■ the ■; 
five-year-old cream-colored 
Hilaire’s , Chcri-Scclle 
triumplicd over almost 
2,()00 of North America’s 
finest in what executives 
4 feel vvas the l>cst dog show 
’r*;';::eyer;Siaged jrrVictptia,:;*"
The show, estimated to 
bring in more than $170,(x)0 
to the Saanich arid Victoria 
area, also brought Top 
honor.s to a Victoria couple, 
Lome and Diane Olgnac of 
1530,4 Quccnsbtiry,;:*;* whose:' 
nine-month-old white We.sr 
Highland terrier, Cromarty 
\ Cut Abrwe, was judged 
k‘sl puppy in I he show.
Lotto 649 Provincial
Western Express or Super Loto 
tickets and drop in our
‘•mmy buchet’
and
the 1st day of onch month
).m.
wo will draw 3 winners
lst4-$100''f
m
CORNER OF 4lh S BEACON, SIDNEY
, '
SIDNEY I^EAT MARKET
9786 - 2lld Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA "A”
NYLCIN STBSHB 
COHER HEAD or 
BRUSH BLADE
mESM mu M VAILABLE while quantities last






HQHiiEElllADE SAOSAGES - PORK BEEF & BANGERS
OLDcouimv
SIDNEY 
9773 - 5th St.
656-9534^
immiHiMi




Jack & Elsie MacAulay
ORDERS NOW 
BEING TAKEN
\ily landed here April 11, 1873, and 
since then there's been some multiplication. Ten years ago 250 Brethours at­
tended a family reunion, this year not quite so many were able to make it — 
only 100 — but they all had a great time when they rented a hall at
Saanichton Fairgrounds July 17 and enjoyed a get together along with a 
salmon barbecue and buffet picnic dinner. Brethours came from the Saanich 




1/4LBERS ... . . . . .
ib*1.69^3^?g
PORK
CUTLETS . . . . .
$1|I95









:....... ...Ib.*3.89 @ kg
Island View freezer Ltd.
ftvcii. los. U7f!(. 7005 East Saanich Rtl. 652-2411
: . : ' B-S^Mon.-THURS. 8-6 fri.,;
i
asjf^tation
By Marjorie Denroche 
Thanks to Ian Johnston 
for keeping this column 
i active and full of interesting 
L reading. Happy to report 
that community “spirit” 
seems to be alive and well as 
: a tutor has come forward to 
I teach English to a Chinese 
i lady (in return for Chinese 
i lessons!) and at least one 
'man is ready to assist with 
I the repair of small electrical 
I appliances donated to the 
Peninsula bid and New 
j Shop at9781-2nd Street.
^ More men are needed by 
I this wery busy shop. 
remuneration is in being 
part of a great team of 
: volunteers who now know 
that it is their efforts which 
j will keep a number of social 
I services active and serving 
\ the peninsula. Thanks to 
every one of them!
Market Day at the’PON 
; Shop is from 11 am to 2 pm 
and last week there was a 
good variety of donated 
produce — pickling 
; cucumbers, lettuce, golden 
beets and zucchini. As a 
. special feature this week, a 
sheet of excellent zucchini 
I recipes will be given with, 
p each purchase of this most 
I versatile vegetable;
^ Hopefully 
! volunteers will: c^
I forward to Kelp with the 
Sidney Activity Program 
; held each Monday from
: 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.ni; a^
Margaret Vaughn-B i r ch 
Hall. If you eh joy working 
with older people, 
socializing, and doing
^ crafts, please call Marketa 
at 652-1483. ^
There is an urgent need 
for a core of volunteers to 
a.ssisi the Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce at
V the information booth on 
i 1st Street from I to 5 p.m.
V If you are :community: 
minded, like meeting: new
■J and interesting people and 
enjoy living on the 
peninsula,, why not call, 
: ;-Pet erv':-';.!’ redget tl'^'a i he': 
: chamber office - 656-3616?
: ; Gome Sept: 15, if tlm
: are no yoluntecrs,j^ 
wiji closed 
icrnoon and that would be a 
poor way lo welcome 
visitors who have come to 
enjoy a peaceful fall
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula Garden Club annual 
summer show takes place Saturday 2-6 p.m. and 
Sunday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. at Sanscha Hall. A plant 
Stall is open during show hours, refreshments are 
available and trophy winners will be posted 4 p.m. 
Saturday.
Course starts soon
A prize of $25 will be given for the aggregate of 
bothshows.
Most classes are open to professional and amateur 
growers, and it is not necessary to be a member of the 
club to exhibit.: Except in flower arrangement and
H^CI on /'lo CO/»C oil AvKi V^t + c rmicf ' f a r\T-/^r>AW \r /S-T f
exhibitor and have been grown by them for at leat 
two months prior to the show. ^ ^
Two or more persons may exhibit from the sa:me 
garden but not in the same class.:
Deadline for entries is 10 p:m; Thursday. Classes 
with no entries by that time will be closed however, 
five or less additional entries will be accepted at 
Sanscha Hall: until 9 a.m. Saturday if space is 
layailable; Additional late entries will be accepted:at
Each year thousands of people are using their spare time 
to earn money as tax preparers in the growing field of 
income tax service.
Last year nearly 9,000 people learned to prepare income 
taxes at the H and R Block Income Tax School. The ex­
clusive H and R Block developed course, which is taught in 
more than 100 communities across the country, covers all 
areas of individual income tax return preparation.
Morning, afternoon, and evening classes are available 
for the 13'/2-week, 81-hour course, which begins Sept. 15. 
Anyone may enrol, there are no restrictions or 
qualifications. The course is ideally suited for housewives, 
retired persons, teachers, or anyone wanting to increase his 
tax knowledge.
Job interviews are available for qualified graduates of 
the course, however, there is no obligation to accept 
employment with Block or for Block to offer such em- 
, 'ployment.::,;
Specially trained instructors teach current laws, theory, 
and application. The course is programmed to teach 
students increasingly complex : problems; as study 
progresses. Each phase is covered by classroom and 
practice problems, and students have an opportunity to 
actually qDrepare ^sample: tax returns. Students find the 
7 course both interesting and challenging.
:; The: rnodest^^^^^^^^^ the course is tax deductible and : 
i covers all textbqqksv supplies, and tax forms necessary for/ 
the completion of the course. Each graduate will receive a
certificate./ : 7
: or 656-9^116 before 10 pm; Thursday;
:; incOnie:Tax:Schoql :are:available by contacting the.Hiand / 
R Block office at A4 Marina Court, 9843 Second St., 
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'•Fits'all 
power drills.
Comes In 3 sizes.;
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well versed in most,: 
departments of the store. 





just replacing a tap 
washer or putting ih a ri 
light switch to qubting on 
a ne’iv set of fixtures f^ 
your bathroom.
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All classified ads must be submit­
ted to our off ice before noon on l^on- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review reserves the right to classily ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, ctassity or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services, and lo repay the customer the 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on “Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not lo send originals ol documents lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter 
the first publication.
II is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review in the event 
ol failure lo publish an advertisement or in the event ol an error appearing in the advertise­
ment as published shall be limited lo the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one incorrect 
insertion lor the portion ol the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted item on­
ly, and that there shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid lor such 
adverlising.
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after 5 p.m. tf
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling. 656-4213. 4387-tf
t
HAVE PICKUP will haul, clean 
yards, basements, mow lawns. 
Call Brian 656-5764. 4p37
9:09 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
Obituaries .........,,
Cards of Thanks ..;. ,.. . ....... ... .......................... ..2
Notices ft...:......:.. .ft ....,.....
Lost . ; . ,...... .. . . . . .. , .. . .. .. ........... .4
Found .......:..: . '.'5
Personals :.......: ft. . .......:,.; .,..6
Business Personals . ............. .7
Business Opportunities .....
Help Wanted ,............. ..9
Work Wanted: ft..ft.ft......,.....ft .. . . . . . ft . .. .,.10
„ Miscellaneous For Sale . . ..:, .... ft.,11
Garage Sales ........ .ft ........... :...;:12
ft WantedToBuy ..:.;,...,ft ........ ... ,.13:
■ft.Pets-.:,;:'..,. ,■ , ........ . ..... ..14:
ft Livestock . ....,, . . ,. .......... ./15 ft
Farm Produce .. ................
Gardening .;. . .. :,.....:...:., ....... ....,.,..17:
Boats & Marine : , : . . ... .ft.; ... ...ft...;........18
Motorcycles..;ft ..... ft,.... ... ...19
/Aircraft ............ ..'..20
Recreation Vehicles .. ..;... ft. . . 21
Snowmobiles ... ft.........:... .22
Cars.;...’,.;.. .■/,. ft:, . '.':23,-
ft,-,Trucks-; -.ft:, 'ft'';:";-:,:'.’.'ft .:.ft:/ft/'..'-."’.''; .'ft. ;,'.ft'ft'.''.'.ft:':ft':ft:;:ft'-.{ftft.2'4''
{ft Machinery:, {ft / ft:: ... ft:-..''’':-'ft.'’.':ft;ft//:ft.'':ft25
{ Farm Machinery :.{,,./,..ft; ft:-;-;:-/:-.''/-';'-'. ':26
-:: For, Rent'ft;' ft./";;-;,'’:.; /: {'/:,. ............................. 27
Wanted to Rent ., ...,. : , , . . .''-'/.'ft:.';'.'’:::'.'.28
Real Estate For Sale....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. 30
Mobile Homes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ;■................... :.3i:
Legals..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'ftft.:,ft-:::ft:-.'ft.::/ft/.::’'/.:ft32ft
AVAILABLE to clean house 
anytime, and experienced. 656- 
4816 between 5 to 6:30 p.m.
2c3 5
RELIABLE CLEANING LADY
available. Deep Cove area. Phone 
Liz656-9312. 6c39
75 SQ. YDS. of light rust car­
peting, 21 sq. yds. of off white 
carpeting. Four 45" off white 
blinds and two 29" off white 
blinds, one 27" and one 15' 6" 
travers rod, four closet shelves 
extendable, five linen closet 
shelves. Three light fixtures, 
other misc. curtain rods. 656- 
9935. 2c34
ANDY'S AUTO PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you,
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
mamBmtheis
I WE HAVE ALL. TYPES OF FEN-I 
Icing. Residential — Industrial 
Farm. Pressure treated 
[ posts & lumber. Supply or in­
stalled, ask about our 
specials. 652-241 2 — 
652-1121.
AVON





WANTED BY COUPLE: House to 
caretake r - Sept. 15 to Ch ristmas. 
Have no pets, but love animals. 
656-0002 eves. Ip34
2 BURNER Origo Gimbaled
alcohol stove $50. 2 1/4x21/4 
slide projector & 38" projections 
screen $50. Salon-type hairdryer 
$25.Ph.656-1277. 2p34
PLANT SITTER, bondable 
graduate in flora culture. Wil help 
you care for your indoor plants 
while you are at home or on 
holiday. Phone Linda Scott 656- 
4490. Ic34
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343, 
Lillooet 1 12 -256 -7501, 
Whitehorse 112-667-7332. na-tfn
WANTED: assistant Coach 
Gymnastics, male/female, for 
year-round gymnastics club in 
Gulf Islands. Should be Level I 
N.C.C.P. or higher or have similar 
qualifications. Phone Head Coach 
MadePring 112-653-9249. Ic34
HORITICULTURAL TEAM of 2 
with 8 years experience. We will 
help you with all your gardening 
needs, Phone 656-4490. Ask for 
Linda or Doug. ic34
BUILD YOUR OWN handcrafted 
log home. Use short lo^ and a 
proven system. We provide jigs, 
postcutter, construction manual, 
etc. Training seminar in your 
area. Total $1,500. Write: Log 
and Timber Systems, Box 559, 
Peachland,B.C.V0HlX0. Ipb34
CO^fyiAC AUTOWlOTiVE 









PERSONS SEEKING employment 
in farm work for casual, tem­
porary or permanent positions, 
should apply and register at 
Canada Farm Labour Pool, 755 
HillsideorPhone382-7201. 2c35
RELIABLE YARD WORK WAN­
TED; gardening, lawn cutting, 
etc. Call Christ Knudsen, 656- 
3686. 3nc35
FORMAL OCCASION CAKES for 
wedding, anniversaries, etc. 
Decorat^ to your own choice of 
design & color. Also available, 
individual portions of rich, fruit 
wedding cake decoratively 
wrapped to suit your color 
scheme: Selection of false wed­
ding cakes available to rent. Call 
Alison at 656-1690. 3c35
WATER AND SEWER System 
Operator. Needs British 
Columbia No. One certification. 
Minimum five years experience. 
Water, Sewer System Main­
tenance before August 26. Town 
of Ladysmith, Box 220, V0R2E0. 
:l'pb34,::-.
THE ROYAL HUDSON is coming 
on a limited edition collector plate 
by award winning artist Tex 
Xaras. For details contact: 
Queensbury Collectables, 708 
Queensbury Avenue, North 
Vancouver, V7L 3V8. Phone 985- 
1484. Member of the Bradford 
Exchange. Over 400 plates on 
display. Ipb34
^Certified Body Shop eRadiator Repairs 




SMALL STARTER aquarium. 
Includes pump, filter, fish food, 
gravel, artificial plants, shells, 
etc. Like new, $25. Phone 656- 




- Published on Wednesday ol every week
CARIBOO PRESS (1969) LTD J 
‘,91367' Beacon Ave:; Sidney: B C VBL
ROYAL OAK LIONS Drum and 
GIpckenspieivTMarching-Band,' 
{openings; 11^15 years; old formal!:; 
Iprdgramrhel'B^inhersCwelcomel:;: 
' Information/ Band Director,:479-i 
?1077. 5p37/;
A NEW, UNIQUE Swine Wormer 
called;; PRO-BAMINTH, ; is an- ; 
nounced by Pfizer Animal Health. 
PRO-BAMINTH is the onlyproduct 
in Canada that can prevent liver 
and lung damage { caused ; by 
migrating;: immature Round- 
worms.Available in Swine Feeds 
{ at your local feed dealer, ;2pb34
CtASSIRECRATES;
.'FirsP insertion:: 30 words or less= S2.00 t 
:■ fprepayment rateonly). Consecutive '
. repeat inserlions. St.00 per-week. Over: 
■ 20 wofds{(lirsl{week j;each:.exlra'\w 
;f 14 {cents/ Consecutive repeat iinsertidns/
/MEET NEW FRIENbS/singles and 
. couples, learn to squarejdance: 
?eVery?VVEd:5;from{Septv/14SGali; 
;:4 79 9 58 dr 59 5 -7 534 : ‘S S; 3-3 5)
PALM SPRINGS special; RATE 
{Oct:-Nov,; $ 195i U S.;per week: 2 
people, small, quiet, cozy, 
retreat. Kitchen units. 5 ' min. 
fwaLK to centre of downtown.
{ Adults oh\y/KCalLiYtctbria?-382S 
6010. 4p37:;
COMPUTER SKILLS TRAINING 
FOR THE PHYSICALLY 
DISABLED. Learn how to operate 
a;/micro-computer for small 
business in a six week intensive 
training program. Our training 
uses a: “hands-on” - apjproach 
{offering extensive {experience in { 
business applications:; We have { 
successfully trained paraplegics, i 
quadraplegics, ; amputees, -the 
/totally;; deaf; and;; Those ;with 
crippling diseases./: For more 
{ inforrnatidn { contact;/ Van/ Isle ; 
{Thdustrial; Education;Centre Ltd.




FIREWOOD: alder, $85 per cord,
split, $75 unsplit. Maple, $95 
split, $80 unsplit. Also; logging 
truck loads, 10 cord loads, $550. 
All cords guaranteed. Phone 656- 
4649,orll2-653-9240. 20pl
"1OPENING IN OCTOBER
GOLDEN SHEAF BAKERY(1980) ltd
2354 BEACON AVE.
FRESH, QUALITY BAKERY GOODS
Lou & Joan Neudecker WATCH FOR US
'.//..from';.;''
SiDNEY MATURAl FOODS 
; 2473 BEacail flVEMOE
10 SPEED BIKES, Apollo 27" 
custom sport, $175; ladies’ 
Puegeot c/w Tenders and light, 
$155. Both excellent cohd. 656- 
7759... " :-./-{ Ip34
Tc34
COMPRESSOR MOUNTED under 
{18"x36” metal bench for cleaning 
parts. Comes with V* h.p. motor. 
$95. Phone656-7759. : alp34:;
jbyeriZO/wbrdstO'cenjrperieach'addkv 
{tioriai;;wor'd{:;Bax;;numbers:{$1,6d{ '
iCIassilied .display {rate-upon ;Vequesi;{{ 
: Charge classilieds are $:3.00 (or the tirsk 
{week: yiSA rate isaisp $3,00 (or the (irst/
{week;:,-;";.;''.'':.{■
:|SENiORS;[6a OR MORE];{New to ft 
;; Sid hey?; Don 'tt knbw a ny one?;The: 
{{Silver;;Threadsf Centreti Offers; 
classes, activities and a warm : 
welcome. Drop in to 10030;; 
Resthaven or call usat 656-5537.
CLASSICAL GUITAR AND PIANO
FOREST: PRODUCTS; General; 
{Superintendent r^uired im- 
;m^iately ,T9r{:Sawmili{jn process;; 
of: major upgrading/' Experience;; 
with . small : log-processing
{{tLessonslh the privacydf your own l
f home;$8ft$T2:;Phbne384/5796. Alberta. For details contact L.N..t 
{ 01.3 9 Davies or J. Wells, Zeid|er Forest
INTERIOR MORTGAGE « WAN EdSSaiberti T6E°5n9.”'’' 
LTD. now has money availablefor-^k
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada's largest { display. 
Wholesale and retail, ; Free / 
catalogues available. i' Norburn 
LightngCentref Inc., {;4600; East 
Hastings St:/ Burnaby, B.C: V5C 
;2K5/Rhbhe299-0666.
WOOD WINDOWS. DOORS, 
SKYLITES:; Largest /selection, 
lowest prices. / Walker /{Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714,; Rich­





/;; Bonded & Insureel
Windows-Floors-Carpets 
Homes & Offices ; { 




CLARK/ENTERPRISESr/97 50 ? 
4th St, Sidney/12; ft. single pan^‘ 
; patio doors/;$295:y6 ft. thermo-;; 
pahe;dc»r:;$325:;5;mm/mirrors: 
ft^actb^;{secbnds)/$3.50/sq::ft/: 
3 mm felass; $1,()0 per sq ft. 656- 
;6656/Visa/ Master Charge. 231;
WOMEN'S : WETSUIT, size
; roedium;k.wooden {scov/r25x50k;..
styro filled; walker, jolly jumper, — 





Walls washed — 
ft Gutters/cleaned
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$15 per year in Canafla tpr The Review; 
{$12 per.year lor senior cilijens , ; {/■::/;
CORRECTIONS
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
/ASSOCIATION / 9788 2 rid St/f iS { 
the information and; Volunteer 
/Service for the peninsula.. If you 
need assistance or if you wish to 
volunteer a few hours a v/eek to 
; help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further 
information/ ft / /^ tf
any: worthwhile / purpose//Mbrft; 
tgages, /; Business; Loa ns //ft Sa le ' 
Lease Back, etc. Call Walter Ward 
837-4043; New lower/rate all
:areas;./.:,‘ ;{//;{{■/::-//{/''{//;“lpb34"'
EXPERIENCED WAITERS, 
Waitresses;/ short order - cooks 
r^uired'/irift/Fraser Canyon/ of 
b;C:/ salary;riegotiable/Apply in; 
writing. The Tunnels; Cafe, Box 
129, Hope; B.C. V0X1L0,; lpb34
BUSINESS; -.‘v/-{/'{ft-''' ft/-;//;/;
OPPORTUNITIES
{ Corrections;, should be made before the 
, second insertion, Allowance can be niarie: 
{/or 0110 ;incoftecl IriserlioA .only;, Wo - 
{reserve the right to. classify ads: under ;, 
appropriate headings;.
.................. iswnBaa
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at 
Brentwood Elementary School,/ 
Mondays 7:30-9:30 p,m. All ages 
welcome. Further info. 652-4580; 
ft652-l531//ft,{/"//fttfn"
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
group meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, 
call656-4842 after5 p.m. tfn
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY. 
Approximately $55,000 sales. 
Asking 2X net: Shows good 
growth. Owner has other in­
terests. Box 220, Lantzville, B.C, 
VO R 2 HO. Phone 3 9 0 -24 51 Eves. 
;ipb3'4-
GROWING G.M. DEALER 
requires' licensed,; experienced, 
aggressive, self-motivated 
mechanic/ and one bodyman. 
Contact: Ken Meyerftat 457-9611 
or Box 689, Ashcrost, B.C. VOK 
ft,lAO.ft-'.;/'■//.ft;:,,'^' ipb34
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO./ 
firewood / {suppliers, serving 
Sidney,; Brentwood and Saanich 
Peninsula from Saltspring Island. 
Full cords split and delivered. 
Alder, :$80: Maple, $90; kindling 
wood available. Phone 385-2371, 
Cliff Brown. 14p38
SANDAK SHOES, ideal for 
boating and camping. Good 
selection of sizes and colors. Shoe 
parties or individual sales. Ph. 
652-3038/ /^^^ 6c37
2353 JAMES HWITE BIWD: off 
Resthaven, canning jars, baby 
clothes, womens clothes and 
much more. Aug. 27,28. Sat.and 
Sunday. { ft lp34
Clean (Dry)
(Liquid Dry)
"Expert ciarpet & Uphbistery Cleahirig;The Unique:Way,":
INSURED
:6S6-3730"ftft:::^ft,ft:ft,:^.:'^:ftftCft:^^ft-:ft^':
MISC. CLOTHES, rugs, 10 to 3
p.m. Sundayk Aug: / 28. 548 
Cromar, Deep Cove. 656-1324. 
Ic34- ■
WOMAN'S WETSUIT, size 
NORTH ISLAND GAZETTE, Port medium. Solid maple canopy crib
Hardy needs a senior reporter 
who wants to train for position as 
editor./ Excellent opportunity. 
Resume, Box 458, Port Hardy, 
.B.C.V0N2P0. 3pb36
and maple high chair. Walker, 
jolly jijmper, car bed and change 
table, Ph.652-0193.;^ / 4^^
YARD SALE -{ Saturday and
Sunday, 10-4 p.m., 2030 Hornby
{Place.-:;"..-,/: /"/-,.■ ic34/
SIVERTZ—r Chriatian. born 
September 30, 1897, in Point 
Roberts, Washington, died 
August 18, 1983, in Sidney, B.C/ 
Survived by daughters, Carol Van 
Diiyrie, Segrid Bittner and Kristin 
Abbott and six grandchildren. 
Christian and his family lived for 
ft many years in London, Ontario;; 
where he was a Professor of 
/Physical Chemistry. Ho and his 
Wife; retlred to/Sidnoy, B.C:; in; 
1976, Memorial servico tobo hold 
Sunday, August 21st in tho family 
residonco. Arranomonts through 
;fttho;Momorial Society of B.C. and 
{First memorialSerVlcoE///' l\«c34
IS OVEREATING creating 
problems in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help you! No 
dues, no weigh-ins. Meetings are 
Mondays, 8 p.m. at 9788 • 2nd 
St. Sidney, 656-2331/ tfn
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULT Drop-in group meets. 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m, at 
1045 Linden Ave, 383-5545,10:5 
pirn, Monday to; Friday for more 
'■'info.//"ft"'"''-ft tfn"
LOW RANGE VOICES wanted by 
Sidney {Prospective Chapter of 
Sweot Adelines, If you likdftbar- 
borshop stylo slriglhgi feel 
welcome to join our friendly group 
most MondaySiT:45 p/m. at the; 
Legion; Hall on; Mills'Road, Info; 
656-5301 or 656-7828/^;
OENfRALftTSAANiCH 80?^
CITIZENS programmed meetings,; 
:1st and ;3rd Thurs. each month; 
/drop-ins overyTuosday/Z^p.tri/, 
Lions Hall,; 6994 East Saanich 
ftRd.i Saanichton ft ft /ftft/Un
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
ONE HOUR PHOTO FINISHING: 
REsolutionary PHOTOKIS system 
provides unusually high profits, 
Takes up only fifteen sq. ft. Ideal 
for small markets. Install in; 
existing business or open your 
own store: Contact; MINIT-FOTO, 
Ste. 301-5b5-6th St,. New 
Westminster, B,C, V3L 4HI. 
Phone (604 )5 21 -4 82 5. 1 pb3 4
EARN MONEY! SAVE "MONEY!
Learn income Tax Preparation at 
home, For free brochure, ho 
obligation,; write: U ; & R Tax 
Schools,/ 1148; Main Street/ 
Winnipeg, Manitobiv R2 W 3S6.
'T p b3.4:
SENIOR TRAVEL CONSULTANT 
for Prince George, B.C. Must 
have good agency experience 
dealing with international travel. 
Excellent salary and benefits. 
Reply in confidence giving full 
details of background experience 
and references. T.F, Rose C.A., 
1450 Camelot Road, West 
Vancouver. B,C. V7S2L8. 2pb37
PAULINE'S HANDICRAFTS for 
pottery, carvings, ceramics, 
jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted 
baby items, toys. 2424 Beacon. 
Vintage Bentley car for hire, 
(v/edding, etc.) 656-3714 or 656- 
6693: ft 26p4
EVERYTHING MUST GO. Many
misc. items. 2307, Bradford St., 
Sidney. Sun.: Aug. 28 from 9 a.m. 
til 3 p.m. Ic34
BC3B*S TIILE HUT LTO.
;/;cobn[;r;of-buhnside & dougirs ;; ;;, 
Ceramic Tiles & A ccessories 
Estimates & Installations
' ft:ft;ftft'ft'''ft':383-38'1''i;'
WOMEN’S 10 SPEED bicycle, 
baby seat included, $95. Phone 
656-9462. / : ^lp35
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD.. 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
11,995. Financing available, no 
down payment O.A.C., $59 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Phone 112-430-4040. ft / ft tfn
APPLIANCES BOUGHT, working 
or not, Sherwood Refrigeration, 
656-2797. 4c36




WE WOULD LIKE TO THAWK all 
/ the medical staff and ambulahco; 
/{attcndantsaswoll/asftalram' 
ft bulance attendants for the'eareft 
/ and kindness shown to Bonnle- 
Lynn during her* lengthy illness at 
the Saanich Peninsula, Victoria 
General and Royal / Jubilee 
hospltalS/The Lolsella family, 
"'naa 4 ""■::"'^-,''".'/""->'-'-ft
FOUND: A rpultlcolorod and white 
female, year old cat: Stelly’s XRd. 
area, Ph.65?.-2763. '■;//'"-lnc34/
’foONDT""SoITi^nirTF^ small
fomolo kitten, tabby wlthprange 
and white. 656-5C7f/ lna34
THE JENNIFER LINDSAY School 
of Dance is now accepting 
registration for Highland dance 
classes, Ph. 656'2895, Associate 
& member of British Association 
of lechers of dancing. World 
Champion 1981 and 1982. 4c36
{MicTSAAC :CL7mK'ft;-A;;ft,CO/,:-
Barristers and YtSolicilors. are 
pleased to announce that we have 
moved to CiUr otr'w office at 32(1-' 
860 Jdinson St. In / Market ' 
Square; Victoria, Our new Phone 
;niimber;i» 381-5353,-ft;"-'.-1034''
-anf?
Roselyn Paquette/-- a baby girl.
; Chantell® Regan, 710 on July 18, 
'j,983/;Many-"/thanks;.,,to,: Dr: 
Doerffer ana .matemily.staff,at 
ft the Saanich Penilispfo ;; ;
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis lino, 383-3232,' 
Wo offiar intormation, support and 
referrals: 24 hours a day; 7 daysa
;-tfn:.
ft:SQDHliEL0f5Srfoi’.”lamil1eran3,
individuals of all agfls;-/serving 
the Peninsula, .Community 
'Counsnilltig-Service ft 9815- - '5th'
ftSt./Sldnew6!j6-l247.-//"/ft,ft';:'/;tf-.
THIS VERY LUCRATIVE business 
ftsituated; on 'North ft Vancouver 
ft Island consists of 1 ,5 acres; with 
300 ft, of highway frontage, Two 
isiandft^Sft bar (throe products), 
three bay mechanical, two bay car 
/wash, used car sales, auto body 
land paint ; shop. Annual;' gross 
approximately 1,5 ft million./ Will 
sell as one business or can be sold 
/separately,' For more information 
phone (604)958-3321, 2pb35
ATTElPrTSN'”' MECHANICS,
BiDdymen, WeldorsI Lease part or 
all of 3200 sq, ft. concrete 
building at $3,50 sq, ft, per year. 
C3 zoning, blacktop parking. Salt 
Spring Island, Phone 537-2308, 
537-9411. Tpb34
EARN "TTOM^BrmRcJoiiart 
inyour spare time selling high 
tech products. Knowledge of 
equipment and engine# 
necessary. Write MIcrolon Inc., 
149 Riverside Drive,/North 
Vancouver, B,C, V7H116, ipb34
FOR YOUR GARDENING and 
landscaping hoods phone GfX>ff. 
Reasonable rates. 652-0448. ift
ft'-io p 3.4ft ft-,/' ''MftLEftl£ftft'ft"'''''/
SAWS FILED, tools repaired & 
sharpened. Light metal repair 
ft work/IS years in Sidney,; "Len": 
Cusden, 2440 Malaview, Phone 
V 656-4068. 8p35
/ EXPEmERCEOlfWRIGfiT?or
wooden boats, Caulking, repairs, 
or now construction in Sidney 
areaftCall656-5061./;ft / 5p35ft
/{DAY cME inrny home, ^ifillmeft
only. More than 2S years ex­
perience, Ph, 656-9998. ft: 6c36 
DEEP'fcoWliOtlJ wltinFiic^ for
house; yard and garden rnoin-' 
tenanco; carpentry, haulingovmy, 
window cleaning, evostroughs 
and roofs cleaned, Septic fields, 
Reasonable rates anywhere on 
, Peninsula, Malcolm,656-9312, 
ft-'''4 'p3 S'-'/
/mClJoIiTioBr
FRONT END LOADER and
various implements, for small 
tractor or garderi troctor, 537- 
.;,9305:ft/ft:ft‘-:;-■"''/■"./'/ft-ft/'"''':-'/-'TC34 '
fti3ED¥6OM~§HT*wT0i new queen ft
ft size ; box spring and ' mattress, 
$450; sectionalTlvIng room suite. 
$750:/glass coffee table, $240; 
dinette suite with '2 swivel chairs, 
$75; now oak;dining room table 
ftwilli;4 chairs,’ antique art, $800; 
ft RCA XLIOO; 26!' floor model T,V. 
w/ remote, 4 inO' old, $ 1,100: 
Peacock rattan chair,:; $100;
; liarbocue with rotissorlo,; $40; 
ft Brentwood round plant tablowith 
wno top, $30. Items less than 1 
Yr, old, Any reasonable Offer will 
bo accepted, Phono 656-9220, 
-''4'c37"'''/ ''ft' -/ft,ft' /'{"ft
WANTED: Lease to purchase,
older home in need of repairs on 
larger property, Anywhere north 
OfElkLake. 656-7491/ ft 2c35
BART BUITENDYK




Finishing Carpontry, ft ' 
Cabinols and BUiitdns, 
Rumpus raomSiftRepairs,; 
ftAcli:ii1ions,/Ciisioiri-mada 
ft ftWinriow Shulters;' -ft 
-- MO JOB TOO SMALL -
YOUNG CALIFORNIA rabbits; $3 
oach. 656-4207. ft ; lp34
FREE TO GOOD HOME. A very 
affectionate spayed female cat.' 
Has had all shots. Phono 656-: 
' 2780, ft.-.//“.''ftft ft':'-'.'lp34..
e WtPeu T t A I- Df.SK>j/pfV.f T'l uft,i
:::. r INI jH, IM c,/ cixe nB.u ."try ’>








MUSHROOM MANURE, wood 
free, Excellent soil conditioner 
and mulch, Available In bulk or 
os. U'haul $14/yardft Delivery
/OWES gBpSi COWSTOWenON
•Affordable Custoni Homes 







{ separ ate gloUPs meof every Week 
oti the faanich PeniiHiila: For 
holp6rlnfo,c«ll383'04l5,18P4CI 
'' GET SplCiYl-Moct'.'a aecrot-new ' 
friend by, mall Penpal Club; for 
jduUs, For Iron jnlormation, senri 
■ stamp to- FXCHANCe; 0ox'B,77/ 
iftQualicum. B.C: VORa-R). 1 pb34
renovotions, 
patios, etC: 30 yrs. Of construction 
experience In all faclts. Call 656- 
4^6 after 6 g.rn:’ "-'-ft/;' 4p36
WILL OSltffYMfVO." 656-7653"
ask for Mike/' ' ■ : ft"’ 3n&15'
DOWlJ-lllfD HirFwiTh ’ the ft.
care of. your homo? Hardworking 
haridymon will do rjirpcintry 
INTERESTEDLOCALOROUPS or, (renovations), gordeniniL: 
,.HiAinjii'iCii..,to oporam .Canscha mui if ting .walls., ole. Extellom. 
Food concession. Furthor info, reiferences available from 
available bycallinghallmgr, 656- saiisfiod customers: 17 per hour, 
'4523.' '"/ft ,"ftft'"ftftft:',,’{,;'-'ft,'ftft':{i-.''2wc35':;;CailSfevoat65fl-44'90'oriQraham;
H a'I ■ Pf 'If'*?!® ft WILL BABYSIT one chi Id a t least
cailingHall Mgr. 6S6’4lli2J. 2nc35 ftftpne yr old or more, my homo five 
NEED AFTERSCHOOL care, plus / days a week, Permanent position, 
schtxil holidays for grade one girl, Hcrtieits flay, atea only. Call 6S6> 
Bientw'ixid arw, Cattvy 6713 before,,.5,, weekdays
ft652-4160af«efftS;30 p.m;’' '-'lc34.'::{■:only.’-:':.;';''’/--,-:'-/ft'’'’"-':" ft',;',’ '{"'2P35'ft
PADDLE FANS
Store/Wholosale and.Retail. Free 
catalogues; Ocean Pacific Fan;: 
Gallery Ihc; 4600 Eost Hastings 
ftStreot, Burnaby. B.C, V5C;2K5;;
: Phone 112-299-0666. na-K
30'. amp,, "battery’ft'
charger $ ISO. Phone 4 77 •4892..
Imperial, Burnaby, B:C, VO.IIE6, 
Cornplolfl satellite pnekagos from 
11999.00, Pinancirigavellablfl,no 
down payment 0:A.C/ $59 per 
month. Dealer Inquiries welcome 
Open 7 days a week for your 
' CM ive-nicnyCi: ft Phone ft; 112,430 ft, 
■;'"4040, ft'-' 23tbft
wpcimsrTO’iiirier'wooa
while Iti dryl Bring chain saw, or, 
r seasoned 2. cord delivered:- 
cedar kindling loo, Prefer
’ft; weekends, '4 79-6463.’-'ft.ftftft'’'5p34ft
oxlra, Quantity discounts, 652- 
2543. 14p39
iVURSiRY tSONTAINERrtaWin
trade for shrubs, plants, herbs, 
hanging baskets, flowers, etc. 
Large sflloction, 8x7 garden shod 
*150 doliverod.eS2-9602: .1p34
EI.WOOD E TIiOMPSOM CONTRACTOR LTD.
ft';:;{’/'ft-,;';;;:,:'.'::'/,:''"'',,ft'„';,,Con(:i;6tnWaterpropling;.;, ft";,'.,:"’;{ 
'Concrel(/Dfiveways;ft:ft'ftft'P,“'’;-;VftJ!!',iJ'ftftft''''ft ; ’'/ftft-;,.;{ftftSirfow;iiks'-
F'lsli Ponds , ' •. Home Rimovriiiuiu/
PhonB;656*3881iar';Free Btimato
,ft' " ,1
BOATS & j 
MARINE I
7.8 H.p, MERCURY, long shaft,
.tlccuic, 'Starter,, g.’ts lanh. Used,




' fi'rifi... ...........tt'.nnn "'-nirk'in'tnii’ '|■'fl'rl^l'F''"'dll*?'^!‘t'' 
stove,ftft'T650,:;”’T'l'2ft263,-i-388
'Vancouver:- ,' -ft'.5p38-'
.. . . . .
cruiiette. Cuddy cabin. Stand up
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15’ BRANDLYMEYER with 55 
h.p. Johnson and Holsclaw 
trailer, c/w electric winch, canvas 
top, anchor, instruments, jackets 
etc. A-1 cond. $3,950. Phone656- 
7759. 2p35
1973 CB 350E HONDA, 21,000 
original miles. Comes with back 
rackand2 helmets.Applyat9724 




1969 FORD ECONOLINE - 200 
camporized - window van. Rebuilt 
302 engine and new transmission 
with cooler. Asking $3,500. 656- 
4092. 2p35
] '80 PONTIAC ACADIAN 2 dr.,
^ standard, 28,000 miles. $3,900. 
* A good buy. 652-1296. 12g39
FOR RENT: '/? duplex 
McDonald Park Road, 3 br. 




FOR RENT: SHOAL HARBOUR 
FOR EXECUTIVE 2 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms. 2 fireplaces, 
lovely view. Si 500/mo.
NANCY LAVIOLETTE 
656-0131
1976| MONTE CARLO, 60,000
miles, safety sticker, until 1984. 
Excellent condition, $24,050. 
656-2797. ‘ 2c34
1980 DATSUN 310 GX. 35,000 
miles, deluxe interior, sun roof, 
radial tires, $5,200 bbo. 656- 
9220. 2c34
1981 LINCOLN town car in new
condition, 20,000 kilometers, 
loaded. Phone 479-0475 after 5 
■p.m. ...... • ; 2p34
'66 IMPALA, best offer. Ph. 652- 
’4907. 2c35
NEW PASTOR OF THE SIDNEY 
ALLIANCE CHURCH requires by 
the end of Aug. House sitting 
accommodation, must have at 
least three bedrooms. 
Pleasephone Dick Keepence at 
656-9376 or John Filgate at 652- 
4293. 3c35
ATTENTION CAR BUFFS. Classic 
1964 Thunderbird in show room 
condition with 4-way power seat, 
tile-away wheel, factury air, cigar 
vent and power windows. Asking 
$6,995. Phone 652-0708 after 6 








package. In very good.conditioh. 
Asking $ 11,500: Call 652-0708 / 
after6 p.m;/ ^6nc39.:L:
Irr-n
: 1970 DODGE MONICO, PS, PB;:
body good shape. Best offer over . 
$500,652-5832: :
67 ;V CHEV ;1/2aton: excellent; : 
ruhnihg/condition $1895 — 
O.B.Oi;73 Fprd:3/,4 ton excellent 




/a;;;::: ,'/:REALTY LTD. I
856-0131
SHOREACRES: Excellent 
diiplex/ on quiet street diose tp: 
beach,/Bt bed,:V2: baths/tvyell 
finished!;0he;Side for$73,500 





i//TRADE: Linck; Chipper,; Canter. ■: 
L Takes 4 "-22" logs, 8”32’ long. / 
, 200 lineal FPM. 31.8 tons. Valued
I $200,000. In pacing cases. FOR:
! Two bi g skidders - good cond ition: 
i Phone 849-5346: lpb34
MINE CLOSING OUT SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT. Miscellaneous pipe 
and fittings, rail and accessories, 
miscellaneous wire and cable, 
underground mining equipment. 
:E. ; Jones,; Craigmont : Mines, 
Merritt. Phone378-2212, lpb34
LARGE FAMILY? HORSES? 4 
;;acres and large “Old Dutch” 
;farmhqusefvvith'4;bddrodlm and 







:3 Ropm/grotipS; /Bachelor; 
:;suites, a individual / Pieces,
; hirifi/a: beds. :/rol la ways, 
monih to mohfh / •
388 Yates 383-3655
YACHTSMEN!! Your chance to 
live close to your boat. Luxury 
v2/:bed., /2/ bath; waterfront 
tpwnhouse,/ terrific,avievys, 
protected ; wharfage. Asking' 
$162,000.
656-0131
DUPLEX - SIDNEY. 3 bdrmf 
fireplace, fenced yard,; no pots, 
Referencesi $576 por mo. 656- 
'4066or656-4003: ■ /: 23t
ROOM « BOARD $325 per mo.
$90 per week,f or $ 15 per day.
/ Use of laundry facilitiesi Ph, 656-;
i 2732i'/../;/''::'^./',aT.a;,r:/.,,'4p35v
MOREa FOR/ LESS: A 
townhouse will giye you more 
living space tor less money. '■ 
CHECK THESE:
BRENTWOOD: Ideal location, 
quieti close to, stores, lovely 2 
bed,, , .1.VVtbath,/ fireplace, 
separate dining room, garage, 
vvorkshop;:ASKlNG:$75,000,,
SIDNEY: SPACE! SPACE!!
TotaLof approx. aOOO sq. ft. Of. 
tiving’ Tpa'ce “ plus' garage, 
workshop,/ Good location;
; Close ;Jo Vniaiinas; ;schools$ 




: I BDRM. BSMTr SUITE. VeiY 
V qu Ite, close to beach a nd bus: 





near; ;boacn: Suit 
employed adult; Avail, Sept, I 
$350. por mo, Utilities included, 
,656-4337/■;/'./::•
StoWjEY DUPLEX, Immaculate, 3 
KdrrnSw tireplaco, 1V> < baths, 
rtininKllfoom,' bsrnt,, fenced yarf 





Westport 1 Marina area, rent 
; hoRotlable.i references required, 
; Contact Box "U". c/o Ttjo
Review, Bok 2070, Sidney, B.C, 
I s 2c34
j bdrm. house, Phono656:3328: /
2 C3 5/
PPOPtinirS 1962 ITO
area, Beautiful view. Two bdrms. , 
1300 iq. tt„ double prage, $600 
per month. Adults only, Mo pet*. 
Foriurthftrdotailsiphonee^; 
1441 after AugT.5th, l.p34 
3 TOm, furnTshedf'■' 
house. Mid Sept; to April. 1964,
No? Slop iJuhgalows/reqiiired in 
i h p; ;l ov/or,': priPCT'o ngo.: y/it h i n 
walkinhdistance'tp Beapdii |S,ye, 
Garagc„orxarport hQt,ossqniiaL 
Joe orfred(iy:S!firkP,352-9602^ 





Lovely 2 bodrj end unit 
townhouRei prlvato patio,? liv- 
ingr?i olec; Fp,, sep: dlningr,, 
largestoragoroomcfourap' 
pliahces/iindtudfid i ; Close to 
bus?, libraryi fshops, elc? ,For 
more info, call Freddy or Joe 
Starke? 652-^602 or381-1578 
or'656-0747//'”"'"
QUALITY PLUS BEAUTY
Use your present home as 
down payment on this well- 
built and very beautiful home 
on a Vz acre on Curtis Point, 3 
BR, living room, dining room, 
den, family room, fantastic 
sundeck with waterview. In­
law suite down. Hot tub and 




A potential in-law suite in high 
basement, 3 BR’s on main, 2 
baths and an extra BR plus a 
third bath down. L-shaped liv­
ing and dining room. Nicely 
landscaped garden with fruit 
and nut trees. Please call us to 
see this beauty, priced to sell 
$94,900. MLS 73551. :
Kai Jacobsen 656-2257 
Wes Hobson 656-7889
OPEN TO VIEW 
SAT. & SUN.
1:30 - 4:00 
9900 - 5th St.
SIDNEY
$56,500 with $3,000 gram. 
Owner will carry at 9 3/47o. 
Large one bedroom, fireplace, 




Electrical Wiring, Rewiring & Line Work. 
Have your power lines surveyed.
Free Estimates Phone 383-i64i
REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
w Fully Insured w Residential/Commercial 












“No Job Too Small” 656-5604
SADLER’S Interior — Exterior




FOUR BEDROOMS - FULL 
BASEMENT 
$94,900
Well maintained family home 
on large corner lot. Semi-rural 
yet short walk to schools and 
shops. Great location tor the 
rider in your? family: Flexible 
occupancy.
Wes Hobson 656-7889 .
Kai Jacobsen 656-2257
WATERFRONT TOWNHOUSE
$265,000. Luxury with the 
finest water views possible. 
Three bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. 
The ultimate in fine living. 
View anytime.
Thorne- Lennon Electric fl976j Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST,. SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6





, 652-2176J? ; /;:
Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 
25 Years Experience —■ Free Estimates
WATERFRONT
Ideal tor boaters -- Marina at 
your /doorstep. 3 BR, den, 
large living /room,;/separate 
dining loom, L/ wrap-around 
sundeck: Beautiful view: 'of 
'Deep :Cove:/: Aiskfng ; price 
$148,500. MLS 71317. 
kai Jocobsen 656-2257 
VVes Hobson 656-7889 //; / /
NEW HOMES'
From $79,500. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms built by Kipot Con­
struction, a quality builder. 
See these now, stiil time to 
make changes and additions.
9763 FOURTH
A 50x120 ft. with a cute 
bungalow, zoned commercial. 
Excellent mortgaging 
available. Live in and operate a 
cottage indistry. $98,000?
656-2405WESIOMES / &S0NS?
★ Backhoe ★ Excavating ★ Trucking
GORDON OMN
? - Painting^/ "?'?/^
: Decorating ’ ? /?:
Wallcoverings
FREE ESTIMATES , ■ ?: 658-4397?’' ?"y
GORD I^ARTliA^ SEPTIC
. /? Excavating Ltd. FIELDS
/ Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe V.'ork, ' .
556 Downey Road CKie KO
R.R.1V Sidney, B.C.
COMMERCIAL
Excellent office space at 4,000 
sq. ft. Ideally suited for Profes­
sionals such as doctors/or ac­
countants: ';;'/'//;/'/
For additional information or 
viewing any ol the above call 
me
JOHN F; COLWELL 






: :«plowing, cultivating //
/ & rotovating/;?:
/'' ' ?:/ : •blade: work ■: // ' /;/' ■ / ;■ '■ 
- ./■/•postholes ■ ■./;/
•brush cutting
GAMDEHTOf*! “Big or Small | 
We Do Them All" 1: PLy^Di^G,& /?/:
HEATIMa il981) LTD. SSid F®Eirth/S1./'/.
????/?:/'Sidney^/???/?/;//?■
Service ResidentiaS sss-isil?’? — Commercial.//.
or 3SS-2434
ACCOMMODATION PLUS!! 
New ML 74607 SAANICH 
PENIN. $87,900 ; J
No crowding in this fully 
finished Sidney home. Three 
bedrooms up with another two 
(or one and den):down. Three 
/bathrooms. Recreation room 
?with/baT:? Nearly/230d ?square 
feet yet only $87,900.
Kai Jacobsen 656-2257 
Wes Hobson 656-7889 ; /
/?;://?/'''?;//”'^/:::://?';?/“??//:/';/://B^^
LEWIS;SEVIGNY-';///:;-'/ /■:;;-'/.;;//:;with;/:,/:'/.;:/:/;
2320 AR/IHERST AVE. EXTENpAHOE
4 in 1
gasgS -SSSt-S BACKHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS 
loading WATERLINES
SIDNEY ROTOVATING & 
TRACTOR SERVICE
Prompt, Courteous Service
Ploughing, Leveling. Fencti PosI Digging & Puncliing
656-1748
Bert fVlorrey Plumbing & Heating
Licensed Piumber ,
:i 0410 All Jaii:Rd:|S!diii8?/Plione?6S6TlM?
Aitutiis Realty toe.




COUNTRY LIVING/ — 1340 
WAIN RD.
on partially treed/level 2 acres 
in North Saanich; a short drive 
to Sidney and the rnany recrea- 
tiopa! facilities of?/the area, 
vldeal, for? the;/tamily wanting 
seelusibn /and./ Space - for 
chickens or a tew animals, or a 
big garden. ?/The; tastefully 
renovated 3 v bedroom,/ two 
bathroom house is/a joy with 
its extra large kitchen and 
family: room off. Why not call 
;us to see this; /beauty, 
,$142,500./ML 72620.^^//: ; ? 
Giles Perotleau 656*4525 




• MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE 
•PERSONAL ATTENTION BY A 
/ / SAANICH PENINSULA/ / / 
SPECIALIST / /V^ : ?


























2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney; B?C? 
Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p/m.











Repairs to Vents, 
Eaves & Ctiimney 




/ For/all your ROofing/Needs. 
/ /Shakes?;Shlngles,/Tar ?: 




Fine views Irom everywhere 
! but tho bathrooms characiBi/ize 
/this charming alhiost-soasido 
%me?ih / North// Saaniohi/Ttie 
"cornbination of this handsome? 
//ciJslorn designed house and its 
; siirmy;' level, / half-acre// lot 
-make an? attractive package? 
//Your/offer on?$178,000/??ML
Giles Porodeau 656*4525 
John BoII/477-2562 ?
/SIDNEY GEM
; Beautiful Capo; Cod with many 
atiracllve features inci, 3 large 
bedrooms, 2 lull? baihrooms/ 
Drive by l(ll344 Arbay Close 
(of! Ardwell) $129,900 MLS, 
Gilbi Porodoau 856-4525
:
rok SALE B¥ OWNER! , ,
built 3 bdrm. homo on quiet cut 
de-sac. Easy flrwnclniP! on targe, 
assumobla mortgage, Double
1700 D©rmo.C52'?.946. 3p36 isarnge, large rec room In full
elderly lady, No palSr no drinking 
or smoking,. 1300. U628.2rm St..itil




2' bdrrn. Fully proiectivo covonant; un- 
Ih' Saanichton 'ri«rR,found *«rviees: For Info, son: 










A KTTnC 10134 McDonald Park RoadSMAJJSfoRS 0
;.,:/I<epnirsJo Lnvvnmowcrs,
Ghninsaws, Molorcycles, etc, t a
Husqvarna / /Pioneer 0^)0“/ / I ^
, OPCN MONV 
. / ' TO SM/
SIDNEY GLASS
? Mar|ne??Aiilo & Safety ,Glass /Insurance cialrns PrmmplIy Handled
/ / Window Olass?-^^^^ , G56-1313
Windshields Inslalifid? 10U4 McDonald Park Rd?
SERVING THE PENINSULA ^ ^
' •-'"'‘"■•liv* Ul cinaiing
’WniifEiJisEi 'rtuii.rfe«» *Oin»m«nliit inilv*H«iigei'
/CERtlFIEUi SPRAYER^ iBObKNOVYMsi^l^




Member • VIctorlo M.L,S.
686-1164v'./?'://".'/:!..
BY OWNER: Home • Rural and 
Cornrh. Acres; Phono ovob 365* 
5434 or 365-8001 or write; J. 
Salokan, 525*l05th St,.




— Leo Lotidei's —•
11 years In Sidnoy — A*1 Recommendations 
Ali Phases ol Gardening •/- Reasonable Prim







Stcamous, 0,C, on 3'/i acre.* 
Nontiern log cabin conatructlon 
homo ' many extras. Century 21 
Mid Mountain Really. REvelstoko.
,:Phono837*2123."v:-/'''-";./lHbH'
river frontage, 100 acres under 
/ cultivation, 44 acres is range: All* 
weathor roads. Good fishInB and 





652*3069 Vdvnx llmmgh PhtniInK'’ (COMPLETE SERVICE
/•Inlertockihfl Slones Itn *1 nwn Orirdoii
/' ■;/''/.pfliios'/'Walks.,?^'/''’i?/" :;::^-.:/./MalnlmW!ico■//.'.,/./:;' ^
' [ifivewnys ' *P(iinin(| & Spr-rymo
•Lhwns {Seed or Sorit ; •Foimihq. CemofitvWoik '.
Quality custom built 2 / lovol J 
- bdrm,, 3 bathroom home, within 
'waiHIng^ distance’qt 'Sidney, 
ProtossTonally finished besoment 
includas 34 ft? beamed r4c room, 
Oak cabinets, / dishwather ini
. . . r kitchen, economlcfll.l RORM/ house on corner let:- Many'’'evtras.''''Clt5ea ' to’* bra 
23111./ Orchanf::.'Ave,/;',l45iOO(}.'.;/./accoss,$139,500,656:2261 
Pbone656-34a2. gc40 3p36
/-'• VVo wlll SunnlwTOPfinil v SHRI IRRFHV '-'
i//'/,by'Confract or by ihO'Hour,/]'■'./■/■/": "'oiw iftW orf"
,// /;Compleie/Lnndscaping' Servico and;;;.;//: ;,/ki J„'/ / /' 
Quality Stonework."
Call 662'9811 during bualnose hours 'hodSf ai ArcR
FREE ESTIMATES
Advertise in the 
Peninsula birectbfy




' ■/ •',.:/|!r'!(■.■/;■/TVVi/ /'■'•■■•..ni/'/V HT '/vvi ■■’a-!.'/ /•''7 T.?V'
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Community
The Sidney group of the 7:45 p.m. at the Legion 
Save The Children Fund Hall, Mills Rd. For more 
holds regular meetings at 2 information call 652-3030 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church or656-1906.
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on Speak French and want 
the second and fourth to keep conversational 
Wednesday in each month, skills? Toastmasters En 
New members or visitors Francais meets Thursday 
warmly welcomed. evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Discovery Toastmistress For more information call 
Club meets the second and 598-3729 or 598-1316. 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. Sidney Teen Activity 
in Shady Creek United Group (STAG) located at 
Church Hall, 7184 East 2304 Oakville St., behind 
Saanich Road. Visitors Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
welcome. open to Saanich Peninsula
Seniors — are you new to youth aged 13 - 18 years. 
Sidney? Don’t know Clubhouse winter hours are 
anyone? The Silver Threads 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon- 
Centre at 10030 Resthaven days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
offers classes, activities and and 7 -11 p.m. Saturdays, 
a warm welcome. Drop in Floor hockey at Sidney 
or call 656-5537. elementary school gym
Sidney Stroke Club will takes place 7 - 9 p.m. 
be meeting the second and Wednesday. Special ac- 
fourth Wednesday each tivities and events are 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in planned on a monthly basis. 
Margaret Vaughan Birch All activities are free and no 
Hall. All ‘ ‘ stro kers ” registration is required, 
welcome. ; For more in- Parent and teen enquiries 
fprmation call co-ordinator welcome. For more in- 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101. formation call the PCA 
• You can help, the office at 656-0134 or drop 
Salvation Army needs by and pick up a program at 
dothing, household ar- 9788- 2nd Street. , 
tides, appliances and All ages welcome to table 
; furniture its tennis at Brentwood
rehabilitation program. elementaryschool,7:30- 
Call 727-2293 for
Low range voices wanted information 652-4580 or 
by Sidney Prospective 652-1531.
; aapter of Sweet Adelines. p™i„,„te Stagers
If you l.kt barbershop-style ^egan their new season Jan. 
stngtng feel we come to „ newmembers are 
. torn this friendly group attend. If you like
most Mondays at 7:30 p m. sing, want to learn, and 
at the Royal Canadian ^ ^
. Legion Hall on Mills Road;v:. r, % ; Vtv soprano voice come and
' For vmorednformation call ;i•ii >1,"^ tJie singers at the Royal
656-5301 01656-7828 Canadian Legion Hall on
Can^we help you? Call ,.(5
the Community Coun- evenings. For more in- 
selhng Centre, 9813-5th St., formation call 656-0268. 
Sidney, 24-hour answering
service. Call 656-1247. Sidney Twirlers and
Women’s Support Drum Corps take lessons at 
Group. A discussion group Sidney elementary school 
for women dealing with from 6 p.m. Thursdays. For 
their current needs. - more information call 656- 
Newcomers welcome ouyc.
Wednesday afternoons at' Sidney Activity Centre, 
1:30 p.m. in the Com- sponsored by CMHA and 
mpnity Counselling Centre, the community, meets 
98l3-5th Street, Sidney, For Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
more information call 656- in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
1247. Hall, Handicrafts, games.
Grandparents — are your films, recreation, light 
grandchildren far away? A lunch and an opportunity to 
young mothers non-profit meet others. For more 
support group (Capital information call 652-1483 
Families) needs help with after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 
child care 1 i4i hours each weekdays. ;
week. Call Patti at 656- „ . . « .
v-"^^95 /The-iSaanicliv''Peninsula-
Vidor la Housing Toaslmaslcre Club now 
Ilegisliy, 1923 Fcrnwobd P-n>. Tuesday
; Road. Free matching rental: evenings at Cent^ Saanich 
services. Landlords! 381- WOS Mount
vl335,.; tenants : 381-1205,; ^
to I'riday 11 a.m.- Volunteers are needed to 
: 5 p.m, H Tuck Shop at
problems. Tillicum Lodge, 4481
Attention Indies: all voice I ntcrur ban. For more 
ranges - wc want you to sing information call Margeaux 
barber.shop-slyle. It’s a fun Finlayson at 479-7101, local 
KliincIrM^ nights 239.
A ^ ^ ^ AUG. 24 - 25'-26 27,1983
QUANTltlES AREUIVliTED
T|«i|h. while stocks last
^Wrtor pood dourr here
























Ma MCUAin :iiKHnecKKi & KH&rDi
SHORTCAKE,07, ..............■"£.£21 StyMEWTSjR,........ .......,,31P;
YORK Coi SOUTHERN SUN SWEETENED GOLD CUP ^ mm,
BEANSwi«.PORK3,sui....2rL09 ORANGE JUICEK^S.......Ii COFFEE310C... . . . . . . ....,..^2.59
OLDCOLONY Al mm, YORK FROM CONCENTRATE CHRISTIE'S
iAPLE SYRUP,soul........^1.99 APPLE JUICEi.3cuke................99^, RITZ CRACKERS,s.c. . . . . . . .99^
C R T O  ^ ^ ^ SUN CROP CONCENTRATE MARIGOLD CHIC m m
rnruiku ^Ij9 ORANGE IUICE3«ui J9^ RUBBER GLO¥ES,p.kpek ^1.99
mm IMPERIAL 41 ^ mm
iARGARINEi.3Skc,3,k., ..,....^2.19 ICED TEA MlXeccc^^^^
YORK ^ mm BAD’S OATMEAL & OATMEAL CHOCOLATE CHIP
CREAilCORN3D.ui....:2rl.09 COOKIESscoc.:.........:....
lARGARINE.,c,,ik., ....:..:.^l.i9 SOYA SAUCE,ssui:^
MONEY’S SLICED m NUHY CLUB SALTED BUNCHED
iUSHR©0MS,D,ui...............69 PEANUTSioDg..............:
VIVA
PAPER TOWELS„dipeek..:...,.99" ; PUDDINGS.,,,..
MAXWELL HOUSE OR NESCAFE ^ ® ^ ^ *T!E’S CHIPS AHOY, FUDGEEO & PIRATES
INSTANT COFFEE,,3g„..,^4.99 C00K!ES,s.g.:.. . .... . ..: ..
CORNED BEEF,,.,^1.49 TACOSHELLSi,,,
PUREX BATHROOM
:TISSUisrdfpe.k :.:r;:.:.....;.:.;"3.:19^:: F 15 Litre.
I ^ I A ^ • J , ‘’'Ml ' 1 •
^ I
'ittit.i-V! liv I I '''1 ii Ill'll *1' n ' 1
I M I r ' s * 4 Uf H y < '
University of Vi
1 '“'i''
ictoria calendar Of full coiifscs is novy
UyllI]UpiCy 1CK QlU
and bookstores, r
!np at most iiDrane.s, recreation centre.s 
»r at the University Extension office.
M oivWUlli.J 1 lUUl Ul U
campus. Call 721*8
ic universiiy i..»cnin.! rsuticiuig ()t uvie 
451 for mpre informailon. 2-34
■1, 'i;; lb' J::.-#-■; y-i,--.i .. ■ .--.-i'....... -i.
Girl Guides of Canada registration for brownies, gtiidcs,
and pathlindcrs w'til be held at the guide/scout hall, 3fd
; and Bevan, Scpl. 7
"Ladies
Sept. 6. For information and 
or Pam at 656*4980. 2-
/,!
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
choose from this summer. We’ll help get the body fit anU 
^ «firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels; The
* ♦: *
Sidney ,\ctivity Program rcqajic.s volunteer helpers with 
' knowledge of basic crafts an asset but not essential. the 
program runs Mondays 9:30 a.m.*l;30 p.m. at Marghret 
Birch Hall on 4th St;, Sidney. For marc in* 
' '' d'ortnatloncallMarkctnat 652«1483.;/;\\;:::i;/.;,-;-;"-''v'';-''\;''::-'':';
































SAUSAGE COTTAGE FROZENBEEFSTICKS ROLLS
HUNTERl VIENNA ;-:yi -J. - ■' i-.-, ■' : ■ ■ '■ " V' ■ ^ ■ i. ■" - '■ ii- ; ::- :: 750gPktf' i v -;;?
$149 .$417$189
Itgorlb. IlIlN
$799
fa El
